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Abstract
The convolution of a discrete measure, x “
řk
i“1 aiδti , with a local window function, φps ´ tq,
is a common model for a measurement device whose resolution is substantially lower than that of the
objects being observed. Super-resolution concerns localising the point sources tai, tiu
k
i“1 with an accuracy
beyond the essential support of φps´ tq, typically from m samples ypsjq “
řk
i“1 aiφpsj ´ tiq ` δj , where
δj indicates an inexactness in the sample value. We consider the setting of x being non-negative and seek
to characterise all non-negative measures approximately consistent with the samples. We first show that
x is the unique non-negative measure consistent with the samples provided the samples are exact, i.e.
δj “ 0, m ě 2k`1 samples are available, and φps´tq generates a Chebyshev system. This is independent
of how close the sample locations are and does not rely on any regulariser beyond non-negativity; as such,
it extends and clarifies the work by Schiebinger et al. in [1] and De Castro et al. in [2], who achieve the
same results but require a total variation regulariser, which we show is unnecessary.
Moreover, we characterise non-negative solutions xˆ consistent with the samples within the boundřm
j“1 δ
2
j ď δ
2. Any such non-negative measure is within Opδ1{7q of the discrete measure x generating the
samples in the generalised Wasserstein distance. Similarly, we show using somewhat different techniques
that the integrals of xˆ and x over pti ´ ǫ, ti ` ǫq are similarly close, converging to one another as ǫ and
δ approach zero. We also show how to make these general results, for windows that form a Chebyshev
system, precise for the case of φps ´ tq being a Gaussian window. The main innovation of these results
is that non-negativity alone is sufficient to localise point sources beyond the essential sensor resolution
and that, while regularisers such as total variation might be particularly effective, they are not required
in the non-negative setting.
1 Introduction
Super-resolution concerns recovering a resolution beyond the essential size of the point spread function of
a sensor. For instance, a particularly stylised example concerns multiple point sources which, because of
the finite resolution or bandwidth of the sensor, may not be visually distinguishable. Various instances of
this problem exist in applications such as astronomy [3], imaging in chemistry, medicine and neuroscience
[4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11], spectral estimation [12, 13], geophysics [14], and system identification [15]. Often in
these application much is known about the point spread function of the sensor, or can be estimated and, given
such model information, it is possible to identify point source locations with accuracy substantially below
the essential width of the sensor point spread function. Recently there has been substantial interest from
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the mathematical community in posing algorithms and proving super-resolution guarantees in this setting,
see for instance [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. Typically these approaches borrow notions from compressed
sensing [24, 25, 26]. In particular, the aforementioned contributions to super-resolution consider what is
known as the Total Variation norm minimisation over measures which are consistent with the samples. In
this manuscript we show first that, for suitable point spread functions, such as the Gaussian, any discrete
non-negative measure composed of k point sources is uniquely defined from 2k ` 1 of its samples, and
moreover that this uniqueness is independent of the separation between the point sources. We then show
that by simply imposing non-negativity, which is typical in many applications, any non-negative measure
suitably consistent with the samples is similarly close to the discrete non-negative measure which would
generate the noise free samples. These results substantially simply results by [1, 2] and show that, while
regularisers such as Total Variation may be particularly effective, in the setting of non-negative point sources
such regularisers are not necessary to achieve stability.
1.1 Problem setup
Throughout this manuscript we consider non-negative measures in relation to discrete measures. To be
concrete, let x be a k-discrete non-negative Borel measure supported on the interval I “ r0, 1s Ă R, given by
x “
kÿ
i“1
ai ¨ δti with ai ą 0 and ti P intpIq for all i. (1)
Consider also real-valued and continuous functions tφjumj“1 and let tyjumj“1 be the possibly noisy measure-
ments collected from x by convolving against sampling functions φjptq:
yj “
ż
I
φjptqxpdtq ` δj “
kÿ
i“1
aiφjptiq ` δj , (2)
where δj with
řm
j“1 δ
2
j ď δ2 can represent additive noise. Organising the m samples from (2) in matrix
notation by letting
y :“ ry1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ymsT P Rm, Φptq :“ rφ1ptq ¨ ¨ ¨ φmptqsT P Rm (3)
allows us to state the program we investigate:
find z ě 0 subject to
››››y ´ ż
I
Φptqzpdtq
››››
2
ď δ1, (4)
with δ ď δ1. Herein we characterise non-negative measures consistent with measurements (2) in relation to
the discrete measure (1). That is, we consider any non-negative Borel measure z from the Program (4) 1 and
show that any such z is close to x given by (1) in an appropriate metric, see Theorems 4, 5, 11, 12 and 13.
Note that when solving Program (4), the measure x is completely unkown, so neither the source locations
ttiuki“1 and weights taiuki“1 nor their number k is known in advance. Moreover, we show that the x from
(1) is the unique solution to Program (4) when δ1 “ 0; e.g. in the setting of exact samples, ηi “ 0 for all
i. Program (4) is particularly notable in that there is no regulariser of z beyond imposing non-negativity
and, rather than specify an algorithm to select a z which satisfies Program (4), we consider all admissible
solutions. The aim of doing this is to highlight that non-negativity is the main regulariser, especially in the
noise-free setting. However, a practitioner solving this problem in the context of sparse measures would be
advised to include additional regularisers such as the TV norm or a sparsity constraint in the context of
non-convex methods to encourage sparisty, specifically in the noisy setting.
The admissible solutions of Program (4) are determined by the source and sample locations, which we
denote as
T “ ttiuki“1 Ă intpIq and S “ tsjumj“1 Ď I (5)
1An equivalent formulation of Program (4) minimises }y ´
ş
I
Φptqzpdtq}2 over all non-negative measures on I (without any
constraints). In this context, however, we find it somewhat more intuitive to work with Program (4), particularly considering
the importance of the case δ “ 0.
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respectively, as well as the particular functions φjptq used to sample the k-sparse non-negative measure x
from (1). Lastly, we introduce the notions of minimum separation and sample proximity, which we use to
characterise solutions of Program (4).
Definition 1. (Minimum separation and sample proximity) For finite T˜ “ T Y t0, 1u Ă I, let
∆pT q ą 0 be the minimum separation between the points in T along with the endpoints of I, namely
∆pT q “ min
Ti,TjPT˜ ,i‰j
|Ti ´ Tj |. (6)
We define the sample proximity to be the number λ P p0, 1
2
q such that, for each source location ti, there exists
a closest sample location slpiq P S to ti with
|ti ´ slpiq| ď λ∆pT q. (7)
We describe the nearness of solutions to Program (4) in terms of an additional parameter ǫ associated
with intervals around the sources T ; that is we let ǫ ď ∆pT q{2 and define intervals as:
Ti,ǫ :“
 
t : |t´ ti| ď ǫ
(X I, i P rks, Tǫ :“ kď
i“1
Ti,ǫ, (8)
where rks “ 1, 2, . . . , k, and set TCi,ǫ and TCǫ to be the complements of these sets with respect to I. In order
to make the most general result of Theorems 11 and 12 more interpretable, we turn to presenting them in
Section 1.2 for the case of φjptq being shifted Gaussians.
1.2 Main results simplified to Gaussian window
In this section we consider φjptq to be shifted Gaussians with centres at the source locations sj , specifically
φjptq “ gpt´ sjq “ e´
pt´sj q
2
σ2 . (9)
We might interpret (9) as the “point spread function” of the sensing mechanism being a Gaussian window
and sj the sample locations in the sense thatż
I
φjptqxpdtq “
ż
I
gpt´ sjqxpdtq “ pg ‹ xqpsjq, @j P rms, (10)
evaluates the “filtered” copy of x at locations sj where ‹ denotes convolution.
As an illustration, Figure 1 shows the discrete measure x in blue for k “ 3, the continuous function
ypsq “ pg ‹ xqpxq in red, and the noisy samples ypsjq at the sample locations S represented as the black
circles.
The conditions we impose to ensure stability of Program (4) for φptq Gaussian as in (9) are as follows:
Conditions 2. (Gaussian window conditions) When the window function is a Gaussian φptq “ e´ t
2
σ2 ,
we require its width σ and the source and sampling locations from (5) to satisfy the following conditions:
1. Samples define the interval boundaries: s1 “ 0 and sm “ 1,
2. Samples near sources: for every i P rks, there exists a pair of samples s, s1 Ă S, one on each side of ti,
such that |s ´ ti| ď η and s1 ´ s P rC1η, C2ηs for some C1 P p0, 1s and C2 P r1, 2q and η ď σ2 small
enough; which is quantified in Lemma 24.
3. Sources away from the boundary: σ
a
logp1{η3q ď ti, sj ď 1 ´ σ
a
logp1{η3q for every i P rks and
j P r2 : m´ 1s,
4. Minimum separation of sources: σ ď ?2 and ∆pT q ą σ
b
log p3` 4
σ2
q, where the minimum separation
∆pT q of the sources is defined in Definition 1.
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Figure 1: Example of discrete measure x and measurements where φjptq “ φpt ´ sjq for sj P S and the
Gaussian kernel φptq “ e´ t
2
σ2 .
The four properties in Conditions 2 can be interpreted as follows: Property 1 imposes that the sources
are within the interval defined by the minimum and maximum sample; Property 2 ensures that there is
a pair of samples near each source which translates into a sampling density condition in relation to the
minimum separation between sources and in particular requires the number of samples m ě 2k`2; Property
3 constrains the width of the Gaussian σ through the sampling density η (in particular σ ě ǫ{alogp1{η3q,
where ǫ is the minimum distance between a source and the sampling boundary, which implies that having
samples far away from the sources requires a wider point spread function. Conversely, a smaller distance
of the sources to the boundary ǫ allows a narrower point spread function); Properties 3 and 4 are technical
conditions used in the proof to bound the eigenvalues of an associated stability matrix, and we expect may
be improved, though a condition constraining the size of σ as compared to η is likely necessary in the noisy
setting as otherwise the samples in (2) may have little dependence on the source locations ti.
We can now present our main results on the robustness of Program (4) as they apply to the Gaussian
window; these are Theorem 4, which follows from Theorem 11, and Theorem 5, which follows from Theorem
12. However, before stating the stability results, it is important to note that, in the setting of exact samples,
ηi “ 0, the solution of Program (4) is unique when δ1 “ 0.
Proposition 3. (Uniqueness of exactly sampled sparse non-negative measures for φptq Gaussian)
Let x be a non-negative k-sparse discrete measure supported on I, see (1). If δ “ 0, m ě 2k` 1 and tφjumj“1
are shifted Gaussians as in (9), then x is the unique solution of Program (4) with δ1 “ 0.
Proposition 3 states that Program (4) successfully localises the k impulses present in x given only 2k` 1
measurements when φjptq are shifted Gaussians whose centres are in I. Theorems 4 and 5 extend this
uniqueness condition to show that any solution to Program (4) with δ1 ą 0 is proportionally close to the
unique solution when δ1 “ 0.
Theorem 4. (Wasserstein stability of Program (4) for φptq Gaussian) Let I “ r0, 1s and consider a
k-sparse non-negative measure x supported on T Ă intpIq. Consider also an arbitrary increasing sequence
tsjumj“1 Ă R and, for positive σ, let tφjptqumj“1 be defined in (9), which form Φ according to (3). If m ě 2k`2
and Conditions 2 hold, then Program (4) with δ1 “ δ is stable in the sense that
dGW px, pxq ď F1 ¨ δ ` }x}TV ¨ ǫ (11)
for all ǫ ď ∆pT q{2 where dGW is the generalised Wasserstein distance as defined in (19) and the exact
expression of F1 “ F1pk,∆pT q, 1σ , 1ǫ , ηq is given in the proof (see (65) in Section 3.4.2). In particular, for
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σ ă 1?
3
and ∆pT q ą σ
b
log 5
σ2
, we have:
F1pk,∆pT q, 1
σ
,
1
ǫ
, ηq ă c1kC1p
1
ǫ
q
ησ2
„
c2
σ6p1´ 3σ2q2
k
, (12)
if
η ď min
#
c3σ
6p1´ 3σ2q
pk ` 1q 32 ,
c4C¯
1
6σ
2
3
pk ` 1q 13
+
, (13)
where c1, c2, c3, c4 are universal constants and C1
`
1
ǫ
˘
is given by (60) in Section 3.4.1
The central feature of Theorem 4 is that the proportionality to δ and ǫ of the Wasserstein distance
between any solution to Program (4) and the unique solution for δ1 “ 0 is of the form (11). The particular
form of F1p¨q is not believed to be sharp; in particular, the exponential dependence on k in (12) follows
from bounding the determinant of a matrix similar to Φ (see (129)) by a lower bound on the minimum
eigenvalue to the kth power. The scaling with respect to σ´2 is a feature of δ1 in Program (4) not being
normalized with respect to }y}2 which, for T and S fixed, decays with σ due to the increased localisation of
the Gaussian. Note that the ǫ dependence is a feature of the proof and the ǫ which minimises the bound in
(11) is proportional to δ to some power as determined by C1pǫ´1q from (12). Theorem 4 follows from the
more general result of Theorem 11, whose proof is given in Section 3 and the appendices.
As an alternative to showing stability of Program (4) in the Wasserstein distance, we also prove in
Theorem 5 that any solution to Program (4) is locally consistent with the discrete measure in terms of local
averages over intervals Ti,ǫ as given in (8). Moreover, for Theorem 5, we make Property 2 of Conditions 2
more transparent by using the sample proximity λ∆pT q from Definition 1; that is, η defined in Conditions
2 is related to the sample proximity from Definition 1 by λ∆pT q ď η{2.
Theorem 5. (Average stability of Program (4) for φptq Gaussian: source proximity dependence)
Let I “ r0, 1s and consider a k-sparse non-negative measure x supported on T and sample locations S as
given in (5) and for positive σ, let tφjptqumj“1 as defined in (9). If the Conditions 2 hold, then, in the presence
of additive noise, Program (4) is stable in the sense that, for any solution xˆ of Program (4) with δ1 “ δ:ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Ti,ǫ
xˆpdtq ´ ai
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď
„
pc1 ` F2q ¨ δ ` c2 }xˆ}TV
σ2
¨ ǫ

F3, (14)ż
TCǫ
xˆpdtq ď F2 ¨ δ, (15)
where the exact expressions of F2 “ F2pk,∆pT q, 1σ , 1ǫ q and F3 “ F3p∆pT q, σ, λq are given in the proof (see
(71) in Section 3.4.3), provided that λ, ∆pT q and σ satisfy (27). In particular, for σ ă 1?
3
, ∆pT q ą σ
b
log 5
σ2
and λ ă 0.4, we have F3p∆pT q, σ, λq ă c5 and:
F2pk,∆pT q, 1
σ
,
1
ǫ
q ă c3
kC2p1ǫ q
σ2
„
c4
σ6p1 ´ 3σ2q2
k
. (16)
Above, c1, c2, c3, c4, c5 are universal constants and C2p1ǫ q is given by (61) in Section 3.4.1.
Both Theorem 4 and 5 establish a notion of stability in the sense that they give similar bounds on the
error (measured using a different metric in each theorem) in terms of the magnitude δ of the noise and an
additional term involving ǫ. However, despite the fact that their proofs make use of the same bounds, they
have some fundamental differences. While both (11) and (14) have the same proportionality to δ and ǫ, the
role of ǫ in particular differs substantially in that Theorem 5 considers averages of xˆ over Ti,ǫ. Also different
in their form is the dependence on }x}TV and }xˆ}TV in Theorems 4 and 5 respectively. The presence of
}xˆ}TV in Theorem 5 is a feature of the proof which we expect can be removed and replaced with }x}TV
by proving any solution of Program (4) is necessarily bounded due to the sampling proximity condition of
Definition 1. It is also worth noting that (14) avoids an unnatural η´1 dependence present in (11). Theorem
5 follows from the more general result of Theorem 12, whose proof is given in Section 3.4.3.
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Lastly, we give a corollary of Theorems 4 and 5 where we show that, for δ ą 0 but sufficiently small, one
can equate the δ and ǫ dependent terms in Theorems 4 and 5 to show that their respective errors approach
zero as δ goes to zero.
Corollary 6. Under the conditions in Theorems 4 and 5 and for σ ă 1?
3
, ∆pT q ą σ
b
log 5
σ2
and λ ă 0.4,
there exists δ0 such that:
dGW px, xˆq ď C¯1 ¨ δ 17 , (17)ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Ti,ǫ
xˆpdtq ´ ai
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď C¯2 ¨ δ 16 , (18)
for all δ P p0, δ0q, where C¯1 and C¯2 are given in the proof in Section 3.4.4.
1.3 Organisation and summary of contributions
Organisation: The majority of our contributions were presented in the context of Gaussian windows in
Section 1.2. These are particular examples of a more general theory for windows that form a Chebyshev
system, commonly abbreviated as T-system, see Definition 7. A T-system is a collection of continuous
functions that loosely behave like algebraic monomials. It is a general and widely-used concept in classical
approximation theory [27, 28, 29] that has also found applications in modern signal processing [1, 2]. The
framework we use for these more general results is presented in Section 2.1, the results presented in Section
2.2, and their proof sketched in Section 3. Proofs of the lemmas used to develop the results are deferred to
the appendices.
Summary of contributions: We begin discussing results for general window function φ with Proposition
8, which establishes that for exact samples, namely δ “ 0, tφjumj“1 a T-system, and from m ě 2k ` 1
measurements, the unique solution to Program (4) with δ1 “ 0 is the k-sparse measure x given in (1). In
other words, we show that the measurement operator Φ in (3) is an injective map from k-sparse non-negative
measures on I to Rm when tφjumj“1 form a T-system. No minimum separation between impulses is necessary
here and tφjumj“1 need only to be continuous. As detailed in Section 1.4, Proposition 8 is more general and
its derivation is far simpler and more intuitive than what the current literature offers. Most importantly, no
explicit regularisation is needed in Program (4) to encourage sparsity: the solution is unique.
Our main contributions are given in Theorems 11 and 12, namely that solutions to Program (4) with
δ1 ą 0 are proportionally close to the unique solution (1) with δ1 “ 0; these theorems consider nearness
in terms of the Wasserstein distance and local averages respectively. Furthermore, Theorem 11 allows x to
be a general non-negative measure, and shows that solutions to Program (4) must be proportional to both
how well x might be approximated by a k-sparse measure, χ, with minimum source separation 2ǫ, and a
δ proportional distance between χ and solutions to Program (4). These theorems require m ě 2k ` 2 and
loosely-speaking the measurement apparatus forms a T*-system, which is an extension of a T-system to
allow the inclusion of an additional function which may be discontinuous, and enforcing certain properties
of minors of Φ. To derive the bounds in Theorems 4 and 5 we show that shifted Gaussians as given in (9)
augmented with a particular piecewise constant function form a T*-system.
Lastly, in Section 2.2.1, we consider an extension of Theorem 12 where the minimum separation between
sources ∆pT q is smaller than ǫ. We extend the intervals Ti,ǫ from (8) to T˜i,ǫ in (31), where intervals Ti,ǫ
which overlap are combined. The resulting Theorem 13 establishes that, while sources closer than ǫ may not
be identifiable individually by Program (4), the local average over T˜i,ǫ of both x in (1) and any solution to
Program (4) will be proportionally within δ of each other.
To summarise, the results and analysis in this work simplify, generalise and extend the existing results
for grid-free and non-negative super-resolution. These extensions follow by virtue of the non-negativity
constraint in Program (4), rather than the common approach based on the TV norm as a sparsifying penalty.
We further put these results in the context of existing literature in Section 1.4.
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1.4 Comparison with other techniques
We show in Proposition 8 that a non-negative k-sparse discrete measure can be exactly reconstructed from
m ě 2k ` 1 samples (provided that the atoms form a T -system, a property satisfied by Gaussian windows
for example) by solving a feasibility problem. This result is in contrast to earlier results in which a TV norm
minimisation problem is solved. De Castro and Gamboa [2] proved exact reconstruction using TV norm
minimisation, provided the atoms form a homogeneous T-system (one which includes the constant function)2.
An analysis of TV norm minimisation based on T-systems was subsequently given by Schiebinger et al. in
[1], where it was also shown that Gaussian windows satisfy the given conditions. We show in this paper that
the TV norm can be entirely dispensed with in the case of non-negative super-resolution. Moreover, analysis
of Program (4) is substantially simpler than its alternatives. In particular, Proposition 8 for noise-free super-
resolution immediately follows from the standard results in the theory of T-systems. The fact that Gaussian
windows form a T-system is immediately implied by well-known results in the T-system theory, in contrast
to the heavy calculations involved in [1].
While neither of the above works considers the noisy setting or model mismatch, Theorems 11 and 12
in our work show that solutions to the non-negative super-resolution problem which are both stable to
measurement noise and model inaccuracy can also be obtained by solving a feasibility program. The most
closely related prior work is by Doukhan and Gamboa [30], in which the authors bound the maximum
distance between a sparse measure and any other measure satisfying noise-corrupted versions of the same
measurements. While [30] does not explicitly consider reconstruction using the TV norm, the problem is
posed over probability measures, that is those with TV norm equal to one. Accuracy is captured according
to the Prokhorov metric. It is shown that, for sufficiently small noise the Prokhorov distance between the
measures is bounded by δc, where δ is the noise level and c depends upon properties of the window function.
In contrast, we do not make any total variation restrictions on the underlying sparse measure, we extend to
consider model inaccuracy and we consider different error metrics (the generalised Wasserstein distance and
the local averaged error).
More recent results on noisy non-negative super-resolution all assume that an optimisation problem
involving the TV norm is solved. Denoyelle et al. [21] consider the non-negative super-resolution problem with
a minimum separation t between source locations. They analyse a TV norm-penalized least squares problem
and show that a k-sparse discrete measure can be stably approximated provided the noise scales with t2k´1,
showing that the minimum separation condition exhibits a certain stability to noise. In the gridded setting,
stability results for noisy non-negative super-resolution were obtained in the case of Fourier convolution
kernels in [31] under the assumption that the spike locations satisfy a Rayleigh regularity property, and
these results were extended to the case of more general convolution kernels in [32].
Super-resolution in the more general setting of signed measures has been extensively studied. In this
case, the story is rather different, and stable identification is only possible if sources satisfy some separation
condition. The required minimum separation is dictated by the resolution of the sensing system, e.g., the
Rayleigh limit of the optical system or the bandwidth of the radar receiver. Indeed, it is impossible to
resolve extremely close sources with equal amplitudes of opposite signs; they nearly cancel out, contributing
virtually nothing to the measurements. A non-exhaustive list of references is [33, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 23].
In Theorem 12 we give an explicit dependence of the error on the sampling locations. This result relies
on local windows, hence it requires samples near each source, and we give a condition that this distance
must satisfy. The condition that there are samples near each source in order to guarantee reconstruction
also appears in a recent manuscript on sparse deconvolution [34]. However, this work relies on the minimum
separation and differentiability of the convolution kernel, which we overcome in Theorem 12.
2 Note that in [2], De Castro and Gamboa consider the more general case of signed measures, where the TV norm objective
is required, and they focus on three extended examples: non-negative measures, generalised Chebyshev measures and ∆-
interpolation. Therefore, our noise-free results in the present paper can only be compared with the results from Section 2 in [2],
where the authors consider the non-negative measure reconstruction by solving a TV norm minimisation problem over signed
measures in the noise-free setting.
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2 Stability of Program (4) to inexact samples for φjptq T-systems
The main results stated in the introduction, Theorems 4 and 5, are for Gaussian windows, which allows the
results to omit technical details of the more general results of Theorems 11-13. These more general results
apply to windows that form Chebyshev systems, see Definition 7, and an extension to T ˚-systems, see
Definition 9, which allows for explicit control of the stability of solutions to Program (4). These Chebyshev
systems and other technical notions needed are introduced in Section 2.1 and our most general contributions
are presented using these properties in Section 2.2.
2.1 Chebyshev systems and sparse measures
Before establishing stability of Program (4) to inexact samples, we show that solutions to Program (4) with
δ1 “ 0, that is with yi in (2) having ηi “ 0, has x from (1) as its unique solution once m ě 2k ` 1. This
result relies on φjptq forming a Chebyshev system, commonly abbreviated T-system [27].
Definition 7. (Chebyshev, T-system [27]) Real-valued and continuous functions tφjumj“1 form a T-
system on the interval I if the mˆm matrix rφjpτlqsml,j“1 is nonsingular for any increasing sequence tτluml“1 Ă
I.
Example of T-systems include the monomials t1, t, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tm´1u on any closed interval of the real line.
In fact, T-systems generalise monomials and in many ways preserve their properties. For instance, any
“polynomial”
řm
j“1 bjφj of a T-system tφjumj“1 has at most m´ 1 distinct zeros on I. Or, given m distinct
points on I, there exists a unique polynomial in tφjumj“1 that interpolates these points. Note also that linear
independence of tφju is a necessary condition for forming a T-system, but not sufficient. Let us emphasise
that T-system is a broad and general concept with a range of applications in classical approximation theory
and modern signal processing. In the context of super-resolution for example, translated copies of the
Gaussian window, as given in (9), and many other measurement windows form a T-system on any interval.
We refer the interested reader to [27, 29] for the role of T-systems in classical approximation theory and to
[35] for their relationship to totally positive kernels.
2.1.1 Sparse non-negative measure uniqueness from exact samples
Our analysis based on T-Systems has been inspired by the work by Schiebinger et al. [1], where the authors
use the property of T-Systems to construct the dual certificate for the spike deconvolution problem and
to show uniqueness of the solution to the TV norm minimisation problem without the need of a minimum
separation. The theory of T-Systems has also been used in the same context by De Castro and Gamboa in
[2]. However, both [1] and [2] focus on the noise-free problem exclusively, while we will extend the T-Systems
approach to the noisy case as well, as we will see later.
Our work, in part, simplifies the prior analysis considerably by using readily available results on T-
Systems and we go one step further to show uniqueness of the solution of the feasibility problem, which
removes the need for TV norm regularisation in the results of Schiebinger et al. [1]; this simplification in the
presence of exact samples is given in Proposition 8.
Proposition 8. (Uniqueness of exactly sampled sparse non-negative measures) Let x be a non-
negative k-sparse discrete measure supported on I as given in (1). Let tφjumj“1 form a T-system on I, and
given m ě 2k ` 1 measurements as in (2), then x is the unique solution of Program (4) with δ1 “ 0.
Proposition 8 states that Program (4) successfully localises the k impulses present in x given only 2k` 1
measurements when tφjumj“1 form a T-system on I. Note that tφjumj“1 only need to be continuous and no
minimum separation is required between the impulses. Moreover, as discussed in Section 1.4, the noise-free
analysis here is substantially simpler as it avoids the introduction of the TV norm minimisation and is more
insightful in that it shows that it is not the sparsifying property of TV minimisation which implies the result,
but rather it follows from the non-negativity constraint and the T-system property, see Section 3.1.
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2.1.2 T*-systems in terms of source and sample configuration
While Proposition 8 implies that T-systems ensure unique non-negative solutions, more is needed to ensure
stability of these results to inexact samples; that is δ ą 0. This is to be expected as T-systems imply
invertibility of the linear system Φ in (3) for any configuration of sources and samples as given in (5), but do
not limit the condition number of such a system. We control the condition number of Φ by imposing further
conditions on the source and sample configuration, such as those stated in Conditions 2, which is analogous
to imposing conditions that there exists a dual polynomial which is sufficiently bounded away from zero in
regions away from sources, see Section 2.2. In particular, we extend the notion of T-system in Definition 7
to a T*-system which includes conditions on samples at the boundary of the interval, additional conditions
on the window function, and a condition ensuring that there exist samples sufficiently near sources as given
by the notation (8) but stated in terms of a new variable ρ so as to highlight its different role here.
Definition 9. (T*-system) For an even integer m, real-valued functions tφjumj“0 form a T*-system on
I “ r0, 1s if the following holds for every T “ tt1, t2, . . . , tku Ă I when ρ ą 0 is sufficiently small. For any
increasing sequence τ “ tτluml“0 Ă I such that
• τ0 “ 0, τm “ 1,
• except exactly three points, namely τ0, τm, and say τl P intpIq, the other points belong to Tρ,
• every Ti,ρ contains an even number of points,
we have that
1. the determinant of the pm` 1q ˆ pm` 1q matrix Mρ :“ rφjpτlqsml,j“0 is positive, and
2. the magnitudes of all minors of Mρ along the row containing τl approach zero at the same rate
3 when
ρÑ 0.
Let us briefly discuss T*-systems as an alternative to T-systems in Definition 7. The key property of
a T-system to our purpose is that an arbitrary polynomial
řm
j“0 bjφj of a T-system tφjumj“0 on I has at
most m zeros. Polynomials of a T*-system may not have such a property as T-systems allow arbitrary
configurations of points τ while T*-systems only ensure the determinant in condition 1 of Definition 9 be
positive for configurations where the majority of points in τ are paired in Tρ. However, as the analysis later
shows, condition 1 in Definition 9 is designed for constructing dual certificates for Program (4). We will also
see later that condition 2 in Definition 9 is meant to exclude trivial polynomials that do not qualify as dual
certificates. Lastly, rather than any increasing sequence tτlulPr0:ms Ă I, Definition 9 only considers subsets
τ that mainly cluster around the support T , whereas in our use all but one entry in τ is taken from the set
of samples S; this is only intended to simplify the burden of verifying whether a family of functions form
a T*-system. While the first and third bullet points in Definition 9 require that there need to be at least
two samples per interval Ti,ρ as well as samples which define the interval endpoints which gives a sampling
complexity m “ 2k`2, we typically require S to include additional samples, m ą 2k`2, due to the location
of T being unknown. In fact, as T is unknown, the third bullet point imposes a sampling density of m being
proportional to the inverse of the minimum separation of the sources ∆pT q. The additional point τl is not
taken from the set S, it instead acts as a free parameter to be used in the dual certificate. In Figure 2, we
show an example of points tτlu10l“0 which satisfy the conditions in Definition 9 for k “ 3 sources.
T1,ρ T2,ρ T3,ρ
t1 t2 t3
τ0 “ 0 τ1 τ2 τ3τ4 τ5 τ6 τ7 τ8 τ9 τ10 “ 1
Figure 2: Example of tτluml“1 that satisfy the conditions in Definition 9 for m “ 10 and k “ 3.
3A function u : R Ñ R` approaches zero at the rate ρP when upρq “ ΘpρP q. See, for example [36], page 44.
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We will state some of our more general stability results for solutions of Program (4) in terms of the
generalised Wasserstein distance [37] between x1 and x2, both non-negative measures supported on I, defined
as
dGW px1, x2q “ inf
z1,z2
`}x1 ´ z1}TV ` dW pz1, z2q ` }x2 ´ z2}TV ˘ , (19)
where the infimum is over all non-negative Borel measures z1, z2 on I such that }z1}TV “ }z2}TV . Here,
}z}TV “
ş
I
|zpdtq| is the total variation of measure z, akin to the ℓ1-norm in finite dimensions, and dW is
the standard Wasserstein distance, namely
dW pz1, z2q “ inf
γ
ż
I
|τ1 ´ τ2| ¨ γ pdτ1, dτ2q , (20)
where the infimum is over all measures γ on I ˆ I that produce z1 and z2 as marginals. In a sense, dGW
extends dW to allow for calculating the distance between measures with different masses.
4
Moreover, in some of our most general results we consider the extension to where x need not be a
discrete measure, see Theorem 11. In that setting, we introduce an intermediate k-discrete measure which
approximates x in the dGW metric. That is, given an integer k and positive ǫ, let xk,ǫ be a k-sparse
2ǫ-separated measure supported on Tk,ǫ Ă intpIq of size k and with ∆pTk,ǫq ě 2ǫ such that, for β ě 1,
Rpx, k, ǫq :“ dGW px, xk,ǫq ď β inf
χ
dGW px, χq, (21)
where the infimum is over all k-sparse 2ǫ-separated non-negative measures supported on intpIq and the
parameter β allows for near projections of x onto the space of k-sparse 2ǫ-separated measures.
Lastly, we also assume that the measurement operator Φ in (3) is Lipschitz continuous, namely there
exists L ě 0 such that ››››ż
I
Φptqpx1pdtq ´ x2pdtqq
››››
2
ď L ¨ dGW px1, x2q, (22)
for every pair of measures x1, x2 supported on I.
2.2 Stability of Program (4)
Equipped with the definitions of T and T*-systems, Definitions 7 and 9 respectively, we are able to char-
acterise any solution to Program (4) for φjptq which form a T-system and suitable source and sample
configurations (5). We control the stability to inexact measurements by introducing two auxiliary functions
in Definition 10, which quantify the dual polynomials qptq and qπptq associated with Program (4) to be at
least f¯ away from the necessary constraints for all values of t at least ǫ away from the sources. Specifically,
for F and Fπ defined below, we will require that qptq ě F ptq and qπptq ě Fπptq for all t P r0, 1s.
Definition 10. (Dual polynomial separators) Let f : R Ñ R` be a bounded function with fp0q “ 0,
f¯ , f0, f1 be positive constants, and tTi,ǫuki“1 the neighbourhoods as defined in (8). We then define
F ptq :“
$’’’&’’’’%
f0, t “ 0,
f1, t “ 1,
fpt´ tiq, when there exists i P rks such that t P Ti,ǫ,
f¯ , elsewhere on intpIq.
(23)
Moreover, let π P t˘1uk be an arbitrary sign pattern. We define Fπ as
Fπptq :“
$’’’’&’’’’%
f0, t “ 0,
f1, t “ 1,
πi ´ f pt´ tiq , when there exists i P rks such that t P Ti,ǫ,
´f, everywhere else on intpIq.
(24)
4 In [37], the authors consider the p-Wasserstein distance, where popular choices of p are 1 and 2. In our work, we only use
the 1-Wasserstein distance.
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We defer the introduction of dual polynomials q and qπ and the precise role of the above dual polynomial
separators to Section 3, but state our most general results characterising the solutions to Program (4) in
terms of these separators.
Theorem 11. (Wasserstein stability of Program (4) for φjptq a T-system) Consider a non-negative
measure x supported on intpIq “ p0, 1q and assume that the measurement operator Φ is L-Lipschitz, see (3)
and (22). Consider a k-sparse non-negative discrete measure χ supported on T “ ttiuki“1 Ă intpIq and fix
ǫ ď ∆pT q{2, see (6), and consider functions F ptq and Fπptq as defined in Definition 10. For m ě 2k ` 2,
suppose that
• tφjumj“1 form a T-system on I,
• tF u Y tφjumj“1 form a T*-system on I, and
• tFπu Y tφjumj“1 form a T*-system on I for any sign pattern π.
Let px be a solution of Program (4) with
δ1 “ δ ` L ¨ dGW px, χq . (25)
Then there exist vectors b, tbπuπ Ă Rm such that
dGW px, pxq ď
˜ˆ
6` 2
f¯
˙
}b}2 ` 6min
π
}bπ}2
¸
δ1 ` ǫ}χ}TV ` dGW px, χq. (26)
where the minimum is over all sign patterns π and the vectors b, tbπuπ Ă Rm above are the vectors of
coefficients of the dual polynomials q and qπ associated with Program (4), see Lemmas 16 and 17 in Section
3 for their precise definitions.
Theorem 4 follows from Theorem 11 by considering φjptq Gaussian as stated in (9) which is known to
be a T-system [27], and introducing Conditions 2 on the source and sample configuration (5) such that the
conditions of Theorem 11 can be proved and the dual coefficients b and bπ bounded; the details of these
proofs and bounds are deferred to Section 3 and the appendices.
The particular form of F and tFπuπ in Theorem 11, constant away from the support T of xk,ǫ, is purely
to simplify the presentation and proofs. Note also that the error dGW px, pxq depends both on the noise
level δ and the residual Rpx, k, ǫq, not unlike the standard results in finite-dimensional sparse recovery and
compressed sensing [24, 38]. In particular, when δ, ǫ, Rpx, k, ǫq Ñ 0, we approach the setting of Proposition
8, where we have uniqueness of k-sparse non-negative measures from exact samples.
Note that the noise level δ and the residual Rpx, k, ǫq are not independent; that is, δ specifies confidence
in the samples and the model for how the samples are taken while Rpx, k, ǫq reflects nearness to the model
of k-discrete measures. Corollary 6 show that the parameter ǫ can be removed, for φjptq shifted Gaussians,
in the setting where x is k-discrete, that is Rpx, k, ǫq “ 0, in which case dGW px, xˆq is bounded by Opδ1{7q.
The more general variant of Theorem 5 follows from Theorem 12 by introducing alternative conditions
on the source and sample configuration and omitting the need for the functions Fπ, which is the cause of
the unnatural η´1 dependence in Theorem 4.
Theorem 12. (Average stability for Program (4) for φjptq a T-system) Let xˆ be a solution of Program
(4) and consider the function F ptq as defined in Definition 10. Suppose that:
• tφjumj“1 form a T-system on I,
• tF u Y tφjumj“1 form a T*-system on I, and
• ∆ “ ∆pT q and λ “ λ0 P p0, 1{2q from Definition 1 satisfy
φpλ∆q “ φp∆´ λ∆q ` φp∆ ` λ∆q ` 1
∆
ż 1{2´λ∆
∆´λ∆
φpxqdx` 1
∆
ż 1{2`λ∆
∆`λ∆
φpxqdx. (27)
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Then, for any ǫ P p0,∆{2q and for all i P rks,ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Ti,ǫ
xˆpdtq ´ ai
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď
˜
2
ˆ
1` φ
8}b}2
f¯
˙
¨ δ ` L}xˆ}TV ¨ ǫ
¸
kÿ
j“1
pA´1qij , (28)ż
TCǫ
xˆpdtq ď 2}b}2δ
f¯
, (29)
where:
• b P Rm is the same vector of coefficients of the dual certificate q as in Theorem 11 and f¯ is given in
Definition 10, which is used to construct the dual certificate q, as described in Lemma 16 in Section 3,
• φ8 “ maxs,tPI |φps´ tq|,
• L is the Lipschitz constant of φ,
• A P Rkˆk is the matrix
A “
»————–
|φ1pt1q| ´|φ1pt2q| . . . ´|φ1ptkq|
´|φ2pt1q| |φ2pt2q| . . . ´|φ2ptkq|
...
...
. . .
...
´|φkpt1q| ´|φkpt2q| . . . |φkptkq|
fiffiffiffiffifl , (30)
with φiptiq “ φpti ´ slpiqq evaluated at slpiq as defined in (7).
Theorem 12 bounds the difference between the average over the interval Ti,ǫ of any solution to Program
(4) and the discrete measure whose average is simply ai. The condition on λ to satisfy (27) is used to
ensure the matrix from (30) is strictly diagonally dominant. It relies on the windows φjptq being sufficiently
localised about zero. Though Theorem 12 explicitly states that the location of the closest samples to each
source is less than λ0∆pT q, this can be achieved without knowing the locations of the sources by placing the
samples uniformly at interval 2λ0∆pT q which gives a sampling complexity of m “ p2λ0∆pT qq´1. Lastly, a
similar bound on the integral of xˆ over TCǫ is given by Lemma 16 in Section 3.
2.2.1 Clustering of indistinguishable sources
Theorems 11 and 12 give uniform guarantees for all sources in terms of the minimum separation condition
∆pT q, which measures the worst proximity of sources. One might imagine that, for example, if all but two
sources are sufficiently well separated, then Theorem 12 might hold for the sources that are well separated;
moreover, assuming ǫ is fixed, then if two sources ti and ti`1 with magnitudes ai and ai`1 are closer than
2ǫ, namely |ti ´ ti`1| ă 2ǫ, we might imagine that a variant of Theorem 12 might hold but with sources ti
and ti`1 approximated with source tξ near ti and ti`1 and with aξ “ ai ` ai`1.
In this section we extend Theorem 12 to this setting by considering ǫ fixed and alternative intervals
tT˜i,ǫuk˜i“1 a partition of Tǫ such that each T˜i,ǫ contains a group of consecutive sources ti1, . . . , tiri (with
weights ai1, . . . , airi respectively) which are within at most 2ǫ of each other. Define
T˜i,ǫ “
kiď
l“1
Til,ǫ, where til P Til,ǫ and |til`1 ´ til| ă 2ǫ, @l P rki ´ 1s, (31)
for
řk˜
i“1 ki “ k, so that we have
Tǫ “
k˜ď
i“1
T˜i,ǫ and T˜i,ǫ
č
T˜j,ǫ ‰ H, @i ‰ j. (32)
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Theorem 13. (Average stability for Program (4): grouped sources) Let xˆ be a solution of Program
(4) and I “ r0, 1s be partitioned as described by (31). If the samples are placed uniformly at interval 2λ0ǫ
where λ “ λ0 satisfies (27) with ∆ “ 2ǫ, then there exist tξiuiPrk˜s with ξi P T˜i,ǫ such thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇż
T˜i,ǫ
xˆpdtq ´
kiÿ
r“1
air
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ď
˜
2
ˆ
1` φ
8}b}2
f¯
˙
¨ δ ` p2k ´ 1qL}xˆ}TV ¨ ǫ
¸
kÿ
j“1
pA˜´1qij , (33)
where the constants are the same as in (12) and the matrix A˜ P Rk˜ˆk˜ is
A˜ “
»————–
|φ1pξ1q| ´|φ1pξ2q| . . . ´|φ1pξk˜q|
´|φ2pξ1q| |φ2pξ2q| . . . ´|φ2pξk˜q|
...
...
. . .
...
´|φk˜pξ1q| ´|φk˜pξ2q| . . . |φk˜pξk˜q|
fiffiffiffiffifl .
Note that Lemma 16 still holds if we replace any group of sources from an interval T˜i,ǫ with some ξi P T˜i,ǫ,
so the bound from Lemma 16 on TCǫ remains valid without modification.
As an exemplar source location where Theorem 13 might be applied, consider the situation where the k
source locations comprising T are drawn uniformly at random in p0, 1q, where we have that (from [39] page
42, Exercise 22)
P p∆pT q ą θq “ r1´ pk ` 1qθsk, θ P
„
0,
1
k ` 1

.
Then, the cumulative distribution function is
F pθq “ P p∆pT q ď θq “ 1´ r1´ pk ` 1qθsk,
and so the distribution of ∆pT q is
fpθq “ F 1pθq “ pk ` 1qkr1´ pk ` 1qθsk´1,
with an expectation of
Ep∆pT qq “
ż 1
k`1
0
P p∆pT q ą θqdθ “ 1pk ` 1q2 . (34)
That is, for x from (1) with sources T drawn uniformly at random in p0, 1q, the expected value of ∆pT q is
given by (34) and, in Theorems 11 and 12, the corresponding number of samples m would scale quadratically
with the number of sources k due to the scaling ofm „ ∆pT q´1. Alternatively, Theorem 13 allows meaningful
results for m proportional to k by grouping the sources that are within k´2 of one another.
3 Dual polynomials for stability of non-negative measures
The results in Section 2 are developed by establishing dual polynomials of Program (4) which are non-
negative except at the source locations, which implies that the solution to Program (4) is unique when
δ1 “ 0, see Proposition 8, and then showing that the dual polynomials are sufficiently non-negative away
from the source locations and using this property to develop Theorems 11, 12, and 13. In this section we
state the key lemmas used to prove the aforementioned results and then bound the quantities involving the
dual polynomials in order to establish Theorems 4 and 5 for the case of Gaussian windows.
3.1 Uniqueness of non-negative sparse measures from exact samples: proof of
Proposition 8
Proposition 8 states that if x is a non-negative k-sparse discrete measure supported on I, see (1), provided
m ě 2k ` 1 and tφjumj“1 are a T-system, then x is the unique non-negative solution to Program (4) with
δ1 “ 0. This follows from the existence of a dual polynomial as stated in Lemma 14, the proof of which is
given in Appendix A.
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Lemma 14. (Dual polynomial and uniqueness of non-negative sparse measure equivalence) Let
x be a non-negative k-sparse discrete measure supported on I, see (1). Then, x is the unique solution of
Program (4) with δ1 “ 0 if
• the k ˆm matrix rφjptiqsi“k,j“mi“1,j“1 is full rank, and
• there exist real coefficients tbjumj“1 and qptq “
řm
j“1 bjφjptq such that qptq is non-negative on I and
vanishes only on T .
Figure 3 shows an example of such a dual certificate using Gaussian φj as defined in (9). It remains
to show that such a dual polynomial exists. To do this, we employ the concept of T-system introduced in
Definition 7. Of particular interest to us is Theorem 5.1 in [27], slightly simplified below, which immediately
proves Proposition 8.
Lemma 15. (Dual polynomial existence for T-systems) [27, Theorem 5.1, pp. 28]Withm ě 2k`1,
suppose that tφjumj“1 form a T-system on I. Then there exists a polynomial qptq “
řm
j“1 bjφjptq that is non-
negative on I and vanishes only on T .
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Figure 3: Example of dual certificate qptq required in Lemma 14. Here, we have k “ 3 and t1 “ 0.27, t2 “ 0.59
and t3 “ 0.82.
3.2 Stabilising dual polynomials for non-negative sparse measures: proof of
Theorem 11
We develop the proof of Theorem 11 by using a dual polynomial analogous to that in Lemma 14, but with
further guarantees that away from the sources the dual polynomial must be sufficiently bounded away from
the constraint bounds. However, first, let us bring the generality of Theorem 11 to discrete measures by
introducing an intermediate measure χ which is k-discrete and whose support is 2ǫ separated. Noting that
the measurement operator Φ is L-Lipschitz, see (22), and using the triangle inequality, it follows that››››y ´ ż
I
Φptqχpdtq
››››
2
ď
››››y ´ ż
I
Φptqxpdtq
››››
2
`
››››ż
I
Φptqpxpdtq ´ χpdtqq
››››
2
ď δ ` L ¨ dGW px, χq “: δ1. (35)
Therefore, a solution px of Program (4) with δ1 specified above can be considered as an estimate of χ. In
the rest of this section, we first bound the error dGW pχ, pxq and then use the triangle inequality to control
dGW px, pxq.
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To control dGW pχ, pxq in turn, we will first show that the existence of certain dual certificates leads to sta-
bility of Program (4). Then we see that these certificates exist under certain conditions on the measurement
operator Φ. Turning now to the details, the following result is slightly more general than the one in [40]
and guarantees the stability of Program (4) if a prescribed dual certificate q exists. The proof is provided in
Appendix B.
Lemma 16. (Error away from the support) Let px be a solution of Program (4) with δ1 specified in
(35) and set h “ px´ χ to be the error. Consider F ptq given in Definition 10 and suppose that there exist a
positive ǫ ď ∆pT q{2, real coefficients tbjumj“1, and a polynomial q “
řm
j“1 bjφj such that
qptq ě F ptq,
where the equality holds on T . Then we have that
f¯
ż
TCǫ
hpdtq `
kÿ
i“1
ż
Ti,ǫ
f pt´ tiqhpdtq ď 2}b}2δ1, (36)
where b P Rm is the vector formed by the coefficients tbjumj“1.
There is a natural analogy here with the case of exact samples. In the setting where ηi “ 0 in (2), the
dual certificate q in Lemma 14 was required to be positive off the support T . In the presence of inexact
samples however, Lemma 16 loosely-speaking requires the dual certificate to be bounded5 away from zero
(see example in Figure 4) for t P TCǫ .
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Figure 4: Example of dual certificate qptq that satisfies the conditions in Lemma 16 where the window
function is the Gaussian kernel φptq “ e´t2{σ2 . We take k “ 3 and ti P t0.27, 0.59, 0.82u and the function
F ptq such that qptq ě F ptq.
Note also that Lemma 16 controls the error h away from the support T , as it guarantees thatż
TCǫ
hpdtq ď 2}b}2δ
1
f¯
, (37)
if the dual certificate q exists. Indeed, (37) follows directly from (36) because the sum in (36) is non-negative.
This is in turn the case because fp0q “ 0 and the error h is non-negative off the support T . Another key
observation is that Lemma 16 is almost silent about the error near the impulses in χ. Indeed, because
fp0q “ 0 by assumption, (36) completely fails to control the error on the support T . However, as the next
result states, Lemma 16 can be strengthened near the support provided that an additional dual certificate
q0 exists. The proof, given in Appendix C, is not unsimilar to the analysis in [41].
5Note the scale invariance of (36) under scaling of f and f¯ . Indeed, by changing f, f¯ to αf, αf¯ for positive α, the proof
dictates that b changes to αb and consequently α cancels out from both sides of (36). Similarly, if we change Φ to αΦ in (3),
the proof dictates that b changes to b{α and α again cancels out, leaving (36) unchanged.
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Lemma 17. (Error near the support) Suppose that the dual certificate in Lemma 16 exists. Consider a
function F 0ptq defined like Fπptq in Definition 10 for the sign pattern π0 such that
π0i “
$&%1, when there exists i P rks such that t P Ti,ǫ and
ş
Ti,ǫ
hpdtq ą 0,
´1, when there exists i P rks such that t P Ti,ǫ and
ş
Ti,ǫ
hpdtq ď 0,
and suppose also that there exist real coefficients tb0jujPrms and a polynomial q0 “
řm
j“1 b
0
jφj such that
q0ptq ě F 0ptq,
where the equality holds on T . Then we have that
kÿ
i“1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Ti,ǫ
hpdtq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď 2´}b}2 ` }b0}2¯ δ1. (38)
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Figure 5: Example of dual certificate q0ptq that satisfies the conditions in Lemma 17 where the window
function is the Gaussian kernel φptq “ e´t2{σ2 . We take k “ 3 and ti P t0.27, 0.59, 0.82u and the function
F 0ptq for the sign pattern π0 “ t´1, 1, 1u such that q0ptq ě F 0ptq. For the Gaussian kernel, the existence of
qπptq for any sign pattern π guarantees the existence of q0ptq in Lemma 17.
In words, Lemma 17 controls the error h near the support T , provided that a certain dual certifi-
cate q0 exists (see example in Figure 5). Note that (38) does not control the mass of the error, namelyř
i
ş
Ti,ǫ
|hpdtq| “ ş
Tǫ
|hpdtq|, but rather it controls ři | şTi,ǫ hpdtq|. Of course, the latter is always bounded
by the former, that is
kÿ
i“1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Ti,ǫ
hpdtq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď
ż
Tǫ
|hpdtq|. (39)
However, the two sides of (39) might differ significantly. For instance, it might happen that the solution px
returns a slightly incorrect impulse at ti ` ǫ{4 (rather than ti) but with the correct amplitude of ai. As a
result, the mass of the error is large in this case (
ş
Ti,ǫ
|hpdtq| “ 2ai) but the left-hand side of (39) vanishes,
namely | ş
Ti,ǫ
hpdtq| “ 0. Note that we cannot hope to strengthen (38) by replacing its left-hand side with
the mass of the error, namely
ş
Tǫ
|hpdtq|. This is the case mainly because the total variation is not the
appropriate error metric for this context.
Indeed, while the mass of the error
ş
I
|hpdtq| might not be small in general, we can instead control the
generalised Wasserstein distance between the true and estimated measures, namely x and px, see (19) and
(20). The following result is proved by combining Lemmas 16 and 17, see Appendix D.
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Lemma 18. (Stability of Program (4) in the Generalised Wasserstein distance) Suppose that the
dual certificates in Lemmas 16 and 17 exist. Then it holds that
dGW pχ, pxq ď
˜ˆ
6` 2
f¯
˙
}b}2 ` 6}b0}2
¸
δ1 ` ǫ}χ}TV . (40)
An application of triangle inequality now yields that
dGW px, pxq ď dGW px, χq ` dGW pχ, pxq
ď dGW px, χq `
˜ˆ
6` 2
f¯
˙
}b}2 ` 6}b0}2
¸
δ1 ` ǫ}χ}TV . (see Lemma 18) (41)
In words, Program (4) is stable x if the certificates q and q0 exist. Let us now study the existence of these
certificates. Proposition 19, proved in Appendix E, guarantees the existence of the dual certificate q required
in Lemma 16 and heavily relies on the concept of T*-system in Definition 9. We remark that the proof
benefits from the ideas in [27]. Similarly, Proposition 20, stated without proof, ensures the existence of the
certificate q0 required in Lemma 17.
Proposition 19. (Existence of q) For m ě 2k ` 2, suppose that tφjumj“1 form a T-system on I and that
tF u Y tφjumj“1 form a T*-system on I, where F ptq is the function given in Definition 10. Then the dual
certificate q in Lemma 16 exists and consequently Program (4) is stable in the sense that (36) holds.
Note that to ensure the success of Program (4), it suffices that there exists a polynomial q “ řmj“1 bjφj
such that qptq ě F ptq with the equality met on the support T , see Lemma 16. Equivalently, it suffices that
there exists a non-negative polynomial 9q “ ´b0F `
řm
j“1 bjφj that vanishes on T such that b0 ą 0 and at
least one other coefficient, say bj0 , is nonzero. This situation is reminiscent of Lemma 15. In contrast to
Lemma 15, however, such 9q exists when tF u Y tφjumj“1 is a T*-system rather than a T-system. The more
subtle T*-system requirement is to avoid trivial or unbounded polynomials.
Proposition 20. (Existence of q0) For m ě 2k` 2, suppose that tφjumj“1 form a T-system on I and that
tF 0u Y tφjumj“1 form a T*-system on I, where F 0ptq is the function defined in Lemma 17. Then the dual
certificate q0 in Lemma 17 exists and consequently Program (4) is stable in the sense that (38) holds.
Having constructed the necessary dual certificates in Propositions 19 and 20, the proof of Theorem 11 is
now complete in light of (41).
3.3 Proof of Theorem 12 (Average stability for Program (4))
In this section we give an overview of the main ideas involved in proving Theorem 12. To start with, let
A P Rkˆk be defined as in (30):
A “
»————–
|φ1pt1q| ´|φ1pt2q| . . . ´|φ1ptkq|
´|φ2pt1q| |φ2pt2q| . . . ´|φ2ptkq|
...
...
. . .
...
´|φkpt1q| ´|φkpt2q| . . . |φkptkq|
fiffiffiffiffifl ,
where φiptiq “ φpti ´ slpiqq is evaluated at the source ti and the closest sample to it, as defined in (7).
The proof of Theorem 12 consists of two steps. We first show that we can bound the error if the matrix A
is strictly diagonally dominant. It is easy to see that, if the window function φ is localised, then the entries
on the main diagonal are larger in absolute value than the off-diagonal entries. If, moreover, we choose the
sampling locations tsiuiPrms such that A is strictly diagonally dominant (which means that for each source,
there is a sampling location that is "close enough" to it), then the bound (28) is guaranteed.
Proposition 21. For each source ti, select slpiq to be the closest sample as defined in (7), and define the
matrix A in (30) using the sequences ttiuki“1, tslpiquki“1. If A is strictly diagonally dominant, then the error
around the support is bounded according to (28).
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Then, we want to go further and see what it means exactly for A to be strictly diagonally dominant, so
the second step in the proof of Theorem 12 is to give an upper bound for the distance between the sources
ttiuiPrks and the closest sampling locations tslpiquiPrks such that A is strictly diagonally dominant.
Given an even positive function φ that is localised at 0 and with fast decay, let ∆ and λ as given in
Definition 1, so
|ti ´ slpiq| ď λ∆ (42)
We want to find λ0 such that
φpslpiq ´ tiq ě
ÿ
j‰i
φpslpiq ´ tjq, @λ P p0, λ0q, @i P rks, (43)
namely, we want the matrix A to be strictly diagonally dominant. From the conditions (43), we can obtain
a more general equality, depending on φ and ∆, that λ0 must satisfy such that, for λ ă λ0, A is strictly
diagonally dominant. The equality is given by (27):
φpλ0∆q “ φp∆´ λ0∆q ` φp∆` λ0∆q ` 1
∆
ż 1{2´λ0∆
∆´λ0∆
φpxqdx` 1
∆
ż 1{2`λ0∆
∆`λ0∆
φpxqdx.
Proposition 22. Let λ0 P p0, 12 q such that
ˇˇˇ
ti ´ slpiq
ˇˇˇ
ď λ0∆ for all i P rks. If λ0 satisfies (27), then the
matrix A defined in (30) is strictly diagonally dominant.
Finally, we note that the proof of Theorem 13 involves the same ideas as the ones discussed in this section,
with a few modifications. The detailed proofs of Proposition 21 and Proposition 22 are given in Appendices
F and G respectively. The proof of Theorem 13 is similar to the proof presented in the current section, so
we only show the differences in Appendix H.
3.4 Proofs of Theorems 4 and 5 (Gaussian with sparse measure)
In this section we give the main steps taken to obtain the explicit bounds in Theorems 4 and 5 for the
Gaussian window function. These are particular cases of the more general Theorems 11 and 12 respectively,
where the window function is taken to be the Gaussian φjptq “ e´pt´sjq2{σ2 , given in (9), and the true
measure x is a k-discrete non-negative measure as in (1).
3.4.1 Bounds on the coefficients of the dual certificates for Gaussian window
We will now give explicit bounds on the vectors of coefficients }b}2 and }bπ}2 of the dual certificates q and qπ
from Lemmas 16 and 17 in terms of the parameters of the problem k, T, S and σ (the width of the Gaussian
window).
Firstly, we introduce a more specific form of the dual polynomial separators F ptq, Fπptq from Definition
10. Here, we take fptq “ 0 for t P p´ǫ, ǫq and f¯ , f1 positive constants with f¯ ă 1. Then, f0 is defined to be
greater that both f¯ and f1, with the exact relationship between f0 and f¯ given in the proof of Lemma 23.
Therefore, for ǫ ą 0 and a sign pattern π P t˘1uk, F ptq and Fπptq are:
F ptq “
$’’’’&’’’’%
f0, t “ 0,
f1, t “ 1,
0, when there exists i P rks such that t P Ti,ǫ,
f¯ , elsewhere on I.
(44)
Fπptq “
$’’’&’’’%
f0, t “ 0,
f1, t “ 1,
πi, when there exists i P rks such that t P Ti,ǫ,
´f¯ , elsewhere on I.
(45)
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With the above definitions, both Theorem 11 and Theorem 12 require that tF uY tφjumj“1 form a T*-system
on I. Likewise, Theorem 11 requires that tFπuYtφjumj“1 form a T*-system for any sign pattern π. We show
in Lemma 23 that both these requirements are satisfied for the choice in (9) of φjptq “ e´pt´sjq2{σ2 . The
proof is given in Appendix J.
Lemma 23. Consider the function F ptq defined in (44) and suppose that m ě 2k` 2. Then tF u Y tφjumj“1
form a T*-system on I, with φ extended totally positive, even Gaussian and φj defined as in (9), provided
that f0 " f¯ , f0 " f1 and f¯ , f0, f1 " 0. These requirements are made precise in the proof and are dependent
on ǫ. Moreover, for an arbitrary sign pattern π and Fπ as defined in (45), tFπuYtφjumj“1 form a T*-system
on I when, in addition, f0 " 1.
In this setting, consider a subset of m “ 2k` 2 samples tsjumj“1 Ă S (since in the proof of Lemma 23 we
select the 2k` 2 samples that are the closest to the sources) such that they satisfy Conditions 2. Therefore,
we have that s1 “ 0, sm “ s2k`2 “ 1, and
|s2i ´ ti| ď η, s2i`1 ´ s2i “ η, @i P rks, (46)
for a small η ď σ2, see (9). That is, we collect two samples close to each impulse ti in x, one on each side of
ti.
Suppose also that
σ ď
?
2, ∆ ą σ
d
log
ˆ
3` 4
σ2
˙
, η ď σ2, (47)
namely the width of the Gaussian is much smaller than the separation of the impulses in x. Lastly, assume
that the impulse locations T “ ttiuki“1 and sampling points tsjum´1j“2 are away from the boundary of I,
namely
σ
a
logp1{η3q ď ti ď 1´ σ
a
logp1{η3q, @i P rks,
σ
a
logp1{η3q ď sj ď 1´ σ
a
logp1{η3q, @j P r2 : m´ 1s. (48)
Remark 1. The Property 2. Samples near sources in Conditions 2 states that for each two samples s1
and s near each source, we have that:
C1η ď s1 ´ s ď C2η, (49)
but in (46) above we simplified the condition to s2i`1´ s2i “ η. Throughout the proofs in this paper we will
use the simplified condition in (46) instead of the more general (49) so that we do not obscure the central
issues of the proof with extra indices and separate treatment of the upper and lower bounds for s1 ´ s. This
has implications for Lemma 24 below, and we will point out the places in its proof where using the more
general condition (49) would require separate treatment (see footnotes 6 and 8).
Remark 2. The Property 3. Sources away from the boundary in Conditions 2 is necessary due to our
method of proof, which imposes that the sources and samples are in the interval I “ r0, 1s independently
from the width σ of the convolution kernel and the minimum separation of sources ∆. While the exact form
of the boundary conditions depend on the specific approach that we took in the proof, there is an interplay
between σ and ∆ in the noisy setting and due to the fact that the interval I “ r0, 1s is fixed, some form
of scaling is required, which is what this condition achieves. For example, for σ “ 1, the Gaussian kernel
defined in (10) varies by at most 1
e
(between two sources located at t1 “ 0 and t2 “ 1) and therefore our
results for the noisy setting are not meaningful for large σ.
We can now give explicit bounds on }b}2 and }bπ}2 for the Gaussian window function, as required by
Theorems 11 and 12. The following result is proved in Appendix K.
Lemma 24. Suppose that the window function φ is Gaussian, as defined in (9), the assumptions (46), (47)
and (48) (namely Conditions 2) hold and η satisfies:
η ď min
$’’’’’&’’’’’%
8Fminp∆, 1σ q
34p2k ` 2q
˜
80k ` 8` kP ` 1
σ
˘
2
1´e´
∆2
σ2
¸ 1
2
,
C¯pf0, f1q 16´
4k ` 4` 4k
σ2
¯ 1
3
,/////./////-
. (50)
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Then we have the following bounds:
}b}2 ď
c
p2k ` 2q
´
4k ` 5` 4k
σ4
¯
1´
?
e
2
C¯pf0, f1q 54
»– Fmax `∆, 1σ ˘
Fmin
`
∆, 1
σ
˘2
fiflk , (51)
}bπ}2 ď
?
2k ` 2
η
´
1´
?
e
2
¯ `C¯pf0, f1q ` 2k˘ 32
»– Fmax `∆, 1σ ˘
Fmin
`
∆, 1
σ
˘2
fiflk , (52)
where
C¯pf0, f1q “ f20 ` f21 ` 2f0 ` 2f1 ` 2, (53)
P
ˆ
1
σ
˙
“ 4
σ4
` 13
4
ˆ
2
σ2
` 4
σ4
˙2
` 9
4
ˆ
12
σ4
` 8
σ6
˙2
. (54)
Fmax
ˆ
∆,
1
σ
˙
“
˜
8`
ˆ
1` 4
σ4
˙
2
1´ e´∆
2
σ2
¸ 1
2
˜
32`
ˆ
1
σ4
` 2
σ6
` 2
σ8
˙
16
1´ e´∆
2
σ2
¸ 1
2
, (55)
Fmin
ˆ
∆,
1
σ
˙
“ 1´
ˆ
1` 2
σ2
˙
2e´
∆
2
σ2
1´ e´∆2σ2
. (56)
To obtain the final bounds for the Gaussian window function, we will substitute the above bounds in
the right hand side of (26) in Theorem 11 and in (28) and (29) in Theorem 12. We will then obtain F1 in
Theorem 4 (see (65)) and F2 in Theorem 5 (see (72)).
For more clarity, in the following lemma we simplify F1 and F2 further, in the case when stronger
conditions apply to σ, ∆pT q and λ.
Lemma 25. If the conditions in Lemma 24 hold and, in addition, σ ă 1?
3
, ∆ ą σ
b
log 5
σ2
and f¯ ă 1, then
Fmax
`
∆, 1
σ
˘
Fmin
`
∆, 1
σ
˘2 ă c1σ6p1´ 3σ2q2 , (57)˜
p6` 2
f¯
q
c
4k ` 5` 4k
σ4
C¯pf0, f1q 54 ` 6
η
pC¯pf0, f1q ` 2kq 32
¸ ?
2k ` 2
1´
?
e
2
ă c2 ¨
kC1p1ǫ q
ησ2
, (58)c
p2k ` 2q
´
4k ` 5` 4k
σ4
¯
1´
?
e
2
C¯pf0, f1q 54
f¯
ă c3 ¨
kC2p1ǫ q
σ2
, (59)
where
C1
ˆ
1
ǫ
˙
“ pC¯pf0, f1q ` 2kq
3
2
f¯
, (60)
C2
ˆ
1
ǫ
˙
“ C¯pf0, f1q
5
4
f¯
, (61)
and, similarly, the condition (50) is simplified to condition (13). Moreover, if λ in Theorem 12 satisfies
λ ă 2
4
, then
1
e´
∆2λ2
σ2 ´ e´∆
2λ2
σ2 ¨ e´
∆2
σ2 `e´
2∆2
σ2
1´e´
∆2
σ2
´ e´∆
2p1´λq2
σ2
ă c4. (62)
Above, c1, c2, c3, c4 are universal constants.
More specifically, (57), (58) will be used to bound F1 to obtain (12) and (57), (59), will be used to bound
F2 to obtain (16). Lastly, (62) will be used to bound F3, which appears in the bound given by Theorem 5.
The proof of Lemma 25 is given in Appendix N. Note that we give C1 and C2 as functions of
1
ǫ
because,
as ǫÑ 0, C1 and C2 grow at a rate dependent on ǫ, as indicated in the Lemma 27 in Section 3.4.4.
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3.4.2 Proof of Theorem 4 (Wasserstein stability of Program (4) for φptq Gaussian)
We consider Theorem 11 and restrict ourselves to the case x “ χ, a k-discrete non-negative measure as in (1)
with support T . Let ∆ “ ∆pT q ě 2ǫ, with T as the support of x. We begin with estimating the Lipschitz
constant of the measurement operator Φ according to (22), see Appendix I for the proof of the next result.
Lemma 26. Consider S “ tsjumj“1 Ă R and tφjumj“1 specified in (9). Then the operator Φ : I Ñ Rm
defined in (3) is 2
?
m
σ
?
2e
-Lipschitz with respect to the generalised Wasserstein distance, namely (22) holds with
L “ 2
?
m
σ
?
2e
.
We may now invoke Theorem 11 to conclude that, for an arbitrary k-sparse 2ǫ-separated non-negative
measure x and arbitrary sampling points tsjumj“1 Ă R, Program (4) with δ1 “ δ is stable in the sense that
there exist vectors b, tbπuπ Ă Rm such that
dGW px, pxq ď
˜ˆ
6` 2
f¯
˙
}b}2 ` 6min
π
}bπ}2
¸
¨ δ ` }x}TV ¨ ǫ (63)
provided that m ě 2k ` 2 and f0 " f1 " f¯ " 0. The exact relationships between f¯ , f0, f1 are given in the
proof of Lemma 23 in Appendix J.
Combining Lemma 24 with (63) yields a final bound on the stability of Program (4) with Gaussian
window and completes the proof of the first part of Theorem 4:
dGW px, pxq ď F1pk,∆pT q, 1
σ
,
1
ǫ
, ηq ¨ δ ` }x}TV ¨ ǫ, (64)
where
F1pk,∆pT q, 1
σ
,
1
ǫ
, ηq “
˜
p6` 2
f¯
q
c
4k ` 5` 4k
σ4
C¯
5
4 ` 6
η
pC¯ ` 2kq 32
¸ ?
2k ` 2
1´
?
e
2
¨˝
Fmax
`
∆, 1
σ
˘
Fmin
`
∆, 1
σ
˘2 ‚˛
k
, (65)
with C¯, Fmax, Fmin given in (53), (55), (56) respectively and f0 “ f0p1ǫ q depends on ǫ (see the proof of Lemma
27).
Finally, to show that (12) holds when σ ă 1?
3
, and ∆ ą σ
b
log 5
σ2
, we apply the first part of Lemma 25
with f¯ ă 1 and the proof of Theorem 4 is complete.
Remark. In particular, f0 increases as ǫÑ 0 and f0 also depends on the other parameters of the problem,
namely η, σ,∆pT q, k. See Section 3.5 for a detailed discussion. Furthermore, f1 and f¯ are considered fixed
positive constants with f1 ă f0.
3.4.3 Proof of Theorem 5 (Average stability of Program (4) for φptqGaussian: source proximity
dependence)
We now apply Theorem 12 with φptq “ gptq “ e´t2{σ2 . We have that φ8 “ 1, the Lipschitz constant L of g
on r´1, 1s is L “ 2
σ2
, and
kÿ
j“1
pA´1qij ď }A´1}8 ă 1
minj
´
gpsj ´ tjq ´
ř
i‰j gpsj ´ tiq
¯ . (66)
The last inequality comes from the definition of A in (30) with φptq “ gptq and sj :“ slpjq as given in
Definition 1, and [42]. Then, by assumption, |sj ´ tj | ď λ∆ for an arbitrary j P rks and g is decreasing, so
gpsj ´ tjq ě gpλ∆q “ e´
λ2∆2
σ2 .
We now assume without loss of generality that sj ă tj . Then, it follows that
|sj ´ ti| ě |j ´ i|∆´ λ∆, if i ă j and |sj ´ ti| ě |j ´ i|∆` λ∆, if i ą j.
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This, in turn, leads to
ÿ
i‰j
gpsj ´ tiq “
j´1ÿ
i“1
gpsj ´ tiq `
kÿ
i“j`1
gpsj ´ tiq
ď
j´1ÿ
i“1
gppj ´ iq∆´ λ∆q `
kÿ
i“j`1
gppi´ jq∆` λ∆q
ď
8ÿ
i“1
gppi´ λq∆q `
8ÿ
i“1
gppi` λq∆q. (67)
We now bound each sum in (67) as follows
8ÿ
i“1
gppi´ λq∆q “
8ÿ
i“1
e´
pi´λq2∆2
σ2
“ e´∆
2p1´λq2
σ2 ` e´∆
2λ2
σ2
8ÿ
i“2
ˆ
e´
∆
2
σ2
˙i2´2iλ
ď e´∆
2p1´λq2
σ2 ` e´∆
2λ2
σ2
8ÿ
i“2
ˆ
e´
∆
2
σ2
˙i
pi2 ´ 2iλ ą i for i ě 2q
“ e´∆
2p1´λq2
σ2 ` e´∆
2λ2
σ2 ¨ e
´ 2∆2
σ2
1´ e´∆
2
σ2
, (68)
and similarly, we have that
8ÿ
i“1
gppi` λq∆q “
8ÿ
i“1
e´
pi`λq2∆2
σ2 ď e´∆
2λ2
σ2 ¨ e
´∆2
σ2
1´ e´∆
2
σ2
. (69)
By combining (67), (68) and (69), we obtain:
gpsj ´ tjq ´
ÿ
i‰j
gpsj ´ tiq ě e´
∆
2λ2
σ2 ´ e´∆
2λ2
σ2 ¨ e
´∆2
σ2 ` e´ 2∆
2
σ2
1´ e´∆
2
σ2
´ e´∆
2p1´λq2
σ2 . (70)
The above inequality also holds when we take the minimum over j P rks and, inserting it in (66) and using
this result and the bound on }b}2 from Lemma 24 in (28), we obtain (14):ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Ti,ǫ
xˆpdtq ´ ai
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď
„
pc1 ` F2q ¨ δ ` c2 }xˆ}TV
σ2
¨ ǫ

F3, (71)
where
F2pk,∆pT q, 1
σ
,
1
ǫ
q “
c
p2k ` 2q
´
4k ` 5` 4k
σ4
¯
1´
?
e
2
C¯pf0, f1q 54
f¯
»– Fmax `∆, 1σ ˘
Fmin
`
∆, 1
σ
˘2
fiflk , (72)
F3p∆pT q, σ, λq “ 1
e´
∆2λ2
σ2 ´ e´∆
2λ2
σ2 ¨ e´
∆2
σ2 `e´
2∆2
σ2
1´e´
∆2
σ2
´ e´∆
2p1´λq2
σ2
, (73)
and C¯, Fmax, Fmin are given in (53), (55), (56) respectively. The error bound away from the sources (15) is
obtained by applying Lemma 16 with the same bounds on }b}2.
Then, by using Lemma 25 with f¯ ă 1, we obtain (16). Note that we can apply Lemma 25 because, for
σ ă 1?
3
, we have that 5
σ2
ą 3` 4
σ2
and, therefore, ∆ ą σ
b
log 5
σ2
ą σ
b
log p3` 4
σ2
q.
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3.4.4 Proof of Corollary 6
First we give an explicit dependence of C1p1ǫ q and C2p1ǫ q on ǫ for small ǫ ą 0 in the following lemma, proved
in Appendix O.
Lemma 27. If f1 ă f0, 1 ă f0 and f¯ ă 1, then there exists ǫ0 ą 0 such that:
C1
ˆ
1
ǫ
˙
ă pc¯1C
2
ǫ ` 2kǫ4q
3
2
f¯
¨ 1
ǫ6
(74)
C2
ˆ
1
ǫ
˙
ă c¯2C
5
2
ǫ ¨ 1
ǫ5
, (75)
for all ǫ P p0, ǫ0q, where c¯1 and c¯2 are universal constants and Cǫ is defined in the proof, see (237).
To prove the first part of the corollary, we first let ǫ “ δ 17 in the bound on C1p1ǫ q in Lemma 27:
C1
ˆ
1
ǫ
˙
ă pc¯1C
2
ǫ ` 2kǫ4q
3
2
f¯
¨ 1
δ
6
7
, @δ ă ǫ70, (76)
and we substitute the above inequality in the bound (12) in Theorem 4 to obtain:
dGW px, xˆq ă C¯1 ¨ δ 17 , @δ ă ǫ70,
where
C¯1 “ c1kpc¯1C
2
ǫ ` 2kǫ4q
3
2
ησ2f¯
„
c2
σ6p1´ 3σ2q2
k
` }x}TV . (77)
Similarly, let ǫ “ δ 16 in the bound on C2p1ǫ q in Lemma 27:
C2
ˆ
1
ǫ
˙
ă c¯2C
5
2
ǫ ¨ 1
δ
5
6
, @δ ă ǫ60, (78)
which we substitute in the bound (16) in Theorem 5 to obtain:ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Ti,ǫ
xˆpdtq ´ ai
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď C¯2 ¨ δ 16 , @δ ă ǫ60,
where
C¯2 “ c1 ` c3 kc¯2C
5
2
ǫ
σ2
„
c4
σ6p1´ 3σ2q2
k
` c2}xˆ}TV
σ2
. (79)
Note that we apply Lemma 27 with f¯ ă 1 and that both inequalities in the corollary hold for δ ă δ0 “ ǫ70,
where ǫ0 is given by Lemma 27.
3.5 Discussion
In this section, we discuss a few issues regarding the robustness of our construction of the dual certificate
from Appendix E. There are two points that need to be raised: the construction itself and the proof that we
indeed have a T*-System.
At the moment, we do not use any samples that are away from sources in the the construction of the
dual certificate. If the sources are close enough compared to σ, then this is not an issue. However, for σ
small relative to the distance between samples, in light of the proof of Lemma 23 (see Appendix J), if we
consider the dual certificate as the expansion of the determinant N of Mρ in (123) along the τl row:
N “ ´F pτlqβ0 `
mÿ
j“1
p´1qj`1βjgpτl ´ sjq, (80)
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then the terms gpτlq become exponentially small (as τl is far from all samples sj) and, therefore, the value
of N is close to ´F pτlq (which is ´f¯ if τl P TCǫ ). This is problematic, as we require that N ą 0. We can
overcome this by adding “fake” sources at intervals η´1 so that they cover the regions where we have no true
sources, together with two close samples for each extra source. The determinant N becomes:
N “
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
f0 fps1q ¨ ¨ ¨ gpsmq
0 gpt1 ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ gpt1 ´ smq
0 g1pt1 ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g1pt1 ´ smq
...
...
...
f¯ gpτj ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ gpτj ´ smq
f¯ g1pτj ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g1pτj ´ smq
...
...
...
F pτlq gpτl ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ gpτl ´ smq
...
... ¨ ¨ ¨ ...
0 gptk ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ gptk ´ smq
0 g1ptk ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g1ptk ´ smq
f1 gp1´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ gp1´ smq
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
. (81)
Here, the rows are ordered according to the ordering of the set containing ti, τj , τl. The terms in the expansion
of (81) along the row with τl do not approach 0 exponentially with this construction, since for any τl there
exists si close enough so that gpτl ´ siq ą f˚ for some f˚ ą 0.
More specifically, consider also the expansion of N along the first column:
N “ f0N1,1 ` f1Nm`1,1 ´ F pτlqNτl,1 ´ f¯
ÿ
jăτl
pNj,1 ´Nj`1,1q ` f¯
ÿ
jąτl
pNj,1 ´Nj`1,1q. (82)
We use this expansion in the proof of Lemma 23 in Appendix J to show that the functions F Ytgjumj“1 form
a T*-System. For τl P TCǫ , F pτlq “ f¯ and the setup in Lemma 23, we require that (see (128)):
f0
f¯
ě Nτl,1
minτlPTCǫ N1,1
. (83)
In the construction (81), if we upper bound the pairs Nj,1 ´ Nj`1,1 in the two sums in (82) (a separate
problem by itself), then we can impose a similar condition to (83) for f0 and f¯ . From here, we obtain that
f0 “ Cf¯ where finding C ě Nτl,1min
τlPT
C
ǫ
N1,1
involves finding a lower bound on N1,1:
N “
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
gpt1 ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ gpt1 ´ smq
g1pt1 ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g1pt1 ´ smq
...
...
gpτj ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ gpτj ´ smq
g1pτj ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g1pτj ´ smq
...
...
gpτl ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ gpτl ´ smq
...
...
gptk ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ gptk ´ smq
g1ptk ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g1ptk ´ smq
gp1´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ gp1´ smq
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
. (84)
The structure of the above determinant is similar to the denominator in Appendix K but only up to the row
with τl. The rows after it do not preserve the diagonally dominant structure of the matrix, as each source
becomes associated with one close sample to it and the first sample corresponding to the next source. This
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is an issue in both the construction described in the proof of Proposition 19 in Appendix E (and detailed
in the proof of Lemma 23) and the construction described in the current section (which would result from
considering a determinant with “fake” sources like (81)). However, by adding extra “fake” sources, one could
argue that the determinant (81) is better behaved, as the distance between a source and the first sample
corresponding to the next source is smaller, which we leave for further work.
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A Proof of Lemma 14
Let xˆ be a solution of Program 4 with δ “ 0 and let h “ xˆ ´ x be the error. Then, by feasibility of both x
and px in Program (4), we have that ż
I
φjptqhpdtq “ 0, j P rms. (85)
Let TC be the complement of T “ ttiuki“1 with respect to I. By assumption, the existence of a dual certificate
allows us to write that ż
TC
qptqhpdtq “
ż
I
qptqhpdtq ´
ż
T
qptqhpdtq
“
ż
I
qptqhpdtq `q ptiq “ 0, i P rks˘
“
mÿ
j“1
bj
ż
I
φjptqhpdtq
“ 0. (see (85))
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Since x “ 0 on TC , then h “ xˆ on TC , so the last equality is equivalent toż
TC
qptqxˆpdtq “ 0. (86)
But q is strictly positive on TC , so it must be that h “ xˆ “ 0 on TC and, therefore, h “ řki“1 ciδti for
some coefficients tciu. Now (85) reads
řk
i“1 ciφjptiq “ 0 for every j P rms. This gives ci “ 0 for all i P rks
because rφjptiqsi,j is, by assumption, full rank. Therefore h “ 0 and xˆ “ x on I, which completes the proof
of Lemma 14.
B Proof of Lemma 16
Let xˆ be a solution of Program (4) and set h “ xˆ ´ χ to be the error. Then, by feasibility of both χ and px
in Program (4) and using the triangle inequality, we have that››››ż
I
Φptqhpdtq
››››
2
ď 2δ1. (87)
Next, the existence of the dual certificate q allows us to write that
f¯
ż
TCǫ
hpdtq `
kÿ
i“1
ż
Ti,ǫ
f pt´ tiqhpdtq
ď
ż
TCǫ
qptqhpdtq `
kÿ
i“1
ż
Ti,ǫ
qptqhpdtq
“
ż
TCǫ
qptqhpdtq `
ż
Tǫ
qptqhpdtq
´
Tǫ “ Yki“1Ti,ǫ
¯
“
ż
I
qptqhpdtq
“
mÿ
j“1
bj
ż
I
φjptqhpdtq
ď }b}2 ¨
››››ż
I
Φptqhpdtq
››››
2
(Cauchy-Schwarz inequality)
ď }b}2 ¨ 2δ1, (see (87))
which completes the proof of Lemma 16.
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C Proof of Lemma 17
The existence of the dual certificate q0 allows us to write that
kÿ
i“1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Ti,ǫ
hpdtq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
“
kÿ
i“1
ż
Ti,ǫ
sihpdtq si “ sign
˜ż
Ti,ǫ
hpdtq
¸
“
kÿ
i“1
ż
Ti,ǫ
´
si ´ q0ptq
¯
hpdtq `
kÿ
i“1
ż
Ti,ǫ
q0ptqhpdtq
“
kÿ
i“1
ż
Ti,ǫ
´
si ´ q0ptq
¯
hpdtq `
ż
I
q0ptqhpdtq ´
ż
TCǫ
q0ptqhpdtq
“
ÿ
si“1
ż
Ti,ǫ
´
1´ q0ptq
¯
hpdtq `
ÿ
si“´1
ż
Ti,ǫ
´
´1´ q0ptq
¯
hpdtq
`
ż
I
q0ptqhpdtq ´
ż
TCǫ
q0ptqhpdtq
ď
ÿ
si“1
ż
Ti,ǫ
f pt´ tiqhpdtq `
ÿ
si“´1
ż
Ti,ǫ
f pt´ tiqhpdtq `
ż
I
q0ptqhpdtq ` f¯
ż
TCǫ
hpdtq
“
kÿ
i“1
ż
Ti,ǫ
f pt´ tiqhpdtq ` f¯
ż
TCǫ
hpdtq `
ż
I
q0ptqhpdtq
ď 2}b}2δ1 `
ż
I
q0ptqhpdtq (see Lemma 16)
“ 2}b}2δ1 `
mÿ
j“1
b0i
ż
I
φjptqhpdtq
ď 2}b}2δ1 ` }b0}2 ¨ 2δ1, (see (87))
which completes the proof of Lemma 17.
D Proof of Lemma 18
Our strategy is as follows. We first argue that
dGW pχ, pxq « dGW pχ, rxq ,
where rx is the restriction of px to the ǫ-neighbourhood of the support of χ, namely Tǫ defined in (8). This,
loosely speaking, reduces the problem to that of computing the distance between two discrete measures
supported on T . We control the latter distance using a particular suboptimal choice of measure γ in (20).
Let us turn to the details.
Let rx be the restriction of px to Tǫ, namely rx “ px|Tǫ , or more specifically
rxpdtq “ #pxpdtq t P Tǫ,
0 t P TCǫ .
Then, using the triangle inequality, we observe that
dGW pχ, pxq ď dGW pχ, rxq ` dGW prx, pxq . (88)
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The last distance above is easy to control: We write that
dGW prx, pxq “ inf
z˜,zˆ
`}rx´ rz}TV ` }px´ pz}TV ` dW prz, pzq˘ , (see (19))
ď }rx´ px}TV ` }px´ px}TV ` dW ppx, pxq prz “ pz “ pxq
“ }rx´ px}TV
“
›››px|TCǫ ›››TV
“
ż
TCǫ
pxpdtq ppx is non-negativeq
“
ż
TCǫ
hpdtq
´
hpdtq “ pxpdtq ´ χpdtq “ pxpdtq when t P TC¯
ď 2}b}2δ
1
f¯
. (see Lemma 16) (89)
We next control the term dGW pχ, rxq in (88) by writing that
dGW pχ, rxq “ inf
z˜,zˆ
`}χ´ z}TV ` }rx´ rz}TV ` dW pz, rzq˘ (see (19))
ď }χ´ χ}TV `
›››››rx´ rx ¨ }χ}TV}rx}TV
›››››
TV
` dW pχ, rzq
˜
z “ χ, rz “ rx ¨ }χ}TV}rx}TV
¸
“ ˇˇ}rx}TV ´ }χ}TV ˇˇ` dW pχ, rzq
“
ˇˇˇˇ›››rx|TCǫ ›››TV ` ››rx|Tǫ››TV ´ ››χ|Tǫ››TV
ˇˇˇˇ
` dW pχ, rzq
“
ˇˇˇ››px|Tǫ››TV ´ ››χ|Tǫ››TV ˇˇˇ` dW pχ, rzq `rx “ px|Tǫ˘
“
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Tǫ
pxpdtq ´ ż
Tǫ
χpdtq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ` dW pχ, rzq pχ and px are non-negativeq
“
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Tǫ
hpdtq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ` dW pχ, rzq
ď
kÿ
i“1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Ti,ǫ
hpdtq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ` dW pχ, rzq (triangle inequality)
ď 2
´
}b}2 ` }b0}2
¯
δ1 ` dW pχ, rzq . (see Lemma 17) (90)
For future use, we record an intermediate result that is obvious from studying (90), namelyˇˇ}rx}TV ´ }χ}TV ˇˇ ď 2ˆ}b}2 ` ›››b0›››
2
˙
δ1. (91)
It remains to control dW pχ, rzq above where
dW pχ, rzq “ inf ż
I2
|τ ´ rτ | γ pdτ, drτq , (92)
is the Wasserstein distance between the measures χ and rz. The infimum above is over all measures γ on
I2 “ I ˆ I that produce χ and rz as marginals, namely we have:ż
AˆI
γpdτ, drτ q “ χpAq and ż
IˆB
γpdτ, drτ q “ rzpBq, @A,B Ă I (93)
For every i P rks, let also rxi “ rx|Ti,ǫ and rzi “ rz|Ti,ǫ be the restrictions of rx and rz to Ti,ǫ, respectively.
Because of our choice of z, rz in the second line of (90), note that rzi “ rxi ¨ }z}TV {}rx}TV . Recalling that χ is
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supported on T “ ttiuki“1, we write that χ “
řk
i“1 aiδti for non-negative amplitudes taiuki“1. Then, noting
that χ is supported on T and z˜ is supported on Tǫ, then any feasible γ in (92) is supported on T ˆ Tǫ and
we can construct a feasible but suboptimal γpdτ, drτq in a two-step approach, where we first extract up to ai
weight of rzi on each δti , for example let
γ1 “
kÿ
i“1
rzipdrτ q1Ti where 1Ti “
$&%Ti,ǫ if
ş
Ti,ǫ
zipdτq ď ai,
rti ´ ξi, ti ` ξis if otherwise,
(94)
where ξi is defined such that
şti`ξi
ti´ξi zipdτq “ ai. As a result, γ1 has dτ marginal equal to rzi on the support
of γ1 and the drτ marginal no more than the desired ai. We then construct γ2 by partitioning the remainingrzi into the drτ subsets in order to make up the z˜ marginal, which is exactly achievable using all of z˜ due toş
z˜pdτq “ řki“1 ai. Then, we take γ “ γ1 ` γ2.
Intuitively, this is a transport plan according to which we move as much mass as possible inside each
Ti,ǫ (from δai to rzi, the minimum of the masses the two) and the remaining mass is moved outside Ti,ǫ.
Therefore, for this choice of γ, we have that
dW pχ, rzq ď ż
I2
|τ ´ rτ |γpdτ, drτ q
“
kÿ
i“1
ż
ttiuˆTi,ǫ
|τ ´ rτ |γpdτ, drτ q ` kÿ
i“1
ż
ttiuˆTCi,ǫ
|τ ´ rτ |γpdτ, drτq
ď ǫ
kÿ
i“1
ż
ttiuˆTi,ǫ
γ1pdτ, drτ q ` kÿ
i“1
ż
ttiuˆTCi,ǫ
γ2pdτ, drτ q (95)
The third line above uses the fact that τ “ ti and, if rτ P Ti,ǫ, then |τ ´ rτ | ď ǫ and |τ ´ rτ | ď 1 otherwise. By
evaluating the integrals in the last line above, we find that
dW pχ, rzq ď ǫ kÿ
i“1
mintai, }rzi}TV u ` kÿ
i“1
`
ai ´mintai, }rzi}TV u˘
ď ǫ
kÿ
i“1
ai `
kÿ
i“1
ˇˇ
ai ´ }rzi}TV ˇˇ
“ ǫ}χ}TV `
kÿ
i“1
ˇˇ
ai ´ }rzi}TV ˇˇ
¨˝
kÿ
i“1
ai “ }χ}TV ‚˛. (96)
Then, we have that
dW pχ, rzq ď ǫ }χ}TV ` kÿ
i“1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Ti,ǫ
χpdtq ´ }χ}TV}rx}TV
ż
Ti,ǫ
rxpdtqˇˇˇˇˇ `see the second line of (90)˘
ď ǫ }χ}TV `
kÿ
i“1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Ti,ǫ
χpdtq ´ rxpdtqˇˇˇˇˇ` kÿ
i“1
}rxi}TV
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ1´ }χ}TV}rx}TV
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ (triangle inequality)
“ ǫ }χ}TV `
kÿ
i“1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Ti,ǫ
hpdtq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ` ˇˇ}rx}TV ´ }χ}TV ˇˇ `rx “ px|Tǫ˘
ď ǫ }χ}TV `
kÿ
i“1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Ti,ǫ
hpdtq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ` 2´}b}2 ` }b0}2¯ δ1 (see (91))
ď ǫ }χ}TV ` 2
´
}b}
2
` }b0}2
¯
δ1 ` 2
´
}b}
2
` }b0}2
¯
δ1. (see Lemma 17) (97)
Substituting the above bound back into (90), we find that
dGW pχ, rxq ď 6´}b}2 ` }b0}2¯ δ1 ` ǫ}χ}TV . (98)
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Then combining (89) and (98) yields
dGW pχ, pxq ď dGW px, rxq ` dGW prx, pxq
ď 2}b}2δ
1
f¯
` 6
´
}b}2 ` }b0}2
¯
δ1 ` ǫ}χ}TV ,
which completes the proof of Lemma 18.
E Proof of Proposition 19
Without loss of generality and for better clarity, suppose that T “ ttiuki“1 is an increasing sequence. Consider
a positive scalar ρ such that ρ ď ǫ ď ∆{2. Consider also an increasing sequence tτluml“1 Ă I “ r0, 1s such
that τ1 “ 0, τm “ 1, and every Ti,ρ contains an even and nonzero number of the remaining points. Let us
define the polynomial
qρptq “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
´F ptq φ1ptq ¨ ¨ ¨ φmptq
´F pτ1q φ1pτ1q ¨ ¨ ¨ φmpτ1q
´F pτ2q φ1pτ2q ¨ ¨ ¨ φmpτ2q
...
...
...
...
´F pτmq φ1pτmq ¨ ¨ ¨ φmpτmq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ , t P I. (99)
Note that qρptq “ 0 when t P tτluml“1. By assumption, tF u Y tφjumj“1 form a T*-system on I. Therefore,
invoking the first part of Definition 9, we find that qρ is non-negative on TCρ . We represent this polynomial
with qρ “ ´βρ
0
F ` řmj“1p´1qjβρjφj and note that βρ0 “ |φjpτiq|mi,j“1. By assumption also tφjumj“1 form a
T-system on I and therefore βρ
0
ą 0. This observation allows us to form the normalized polynomial
9qρ :“ q
ρ
β
ρ
0
“ ´F `
mÿ
j“1
p´1qj β
ρ
j
β
ρ
0
φj “: ´F `
mÿ
j“1
p´1qjbρjφj .
Note also that the coefficients tβρj ujPr0:ms correspond to the minors in the second part of Definition 9.
Therefore, for each j P r0 : ms, we have that |βρj | approaches zero at the same rate, as ρ Ñ 0. So for
sufficiently small ρ0, every b
ρ
j is bounded in magnitude when ρ ď ρ0; in particular, |bρj | “ Θp1q. This means
that for sufficiently small ρ0, t 9qρ : ρ ď ρ0u is bounded. Therefore, we can find a subsequence tρlul Ă r0, ρ0s
such that ρl Ñ 0 and the subsequence t 9qρlul converges to the polynomial
9q :“ ´F `
mÿ
j“1
bjφj .
Note that bj ‰ 0 for every j P rms; in particular, |bj | “ Θp1q. Hence the polynomial
řm
j“1 bjφj is nontrivial,
namely does not uniformly vanish on I. (It would have sufficed to have some nonzero coefficient, say bj0 ,
rather than requiring all tbjuj to be nonzero. However that would have made the statement of Definition 9
more cumbersome.) Lastly observe that 9q is non-negative on I and vanishes on T (as well as on the boundary
of I). This completes the proof of Proposition 19.
F Proof of Proposition 21
In this proof, we will use the following result for strictly diagonally dominant matrices from [43]:
Lemma 28. If A is a strictly diagonally dominant matrix with positive entries on the main diagonal and
negative entries otherwise, then A is invertible and A´1 has non-negative entries.
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Proof of Proposition 21
Let xˆ be a solution of (4) and h “ x ´ xˆ. Then, with φjptq “ φpt ´ sjq for some j, by reverse triangle
inequality we have
δ ě
¨˝
mÿ
j“1
˜
ypsjq ´
ż 1
0
φjptqxˆpdtq
¸2‚˛1{2 “
¨˝
mÿ
j“1
`
φjptqhpdtq ` δj
˘2‚˛1{2
ě
¨˝
mÿ
j“1
`
φjptqhpdtq
˘2‚˛1{2 ´
¨˝
mÿ
j“1
δ2j
‚˛1{2
ě
¨˝
mÿ
j“1
`
φjptqhpdtq
˘2‚˛1{2 ´ δ,
and so
mÿ
j“1
˜ż 1
0
φjptqhpdtq
¸2
ď 4δ2 ùñ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż 1
0
φjptqhpdtq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď 2δ, @j P rms. (101)
We apply the reverse triangle inequality again to find a lower bound of the left-hand side term in (101):ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż 1
0
φjptqhpdtq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ě
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Ti,ǫ
φjptqxˆpdtq ´ aiφjptiq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ (102a)
´
ÿ
l‰i
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Tl,ǫ
φjptqxˆpdtq ´ alφjptlq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ (102b)
´
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
TCǫ
φjptqxˆpdtq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ . (102c)
We now need to lower bound the term in (102a) and upper bound the terms in (102b), (102c). For the first
one, we obtain:ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Ti,ǫ
φjptqxˆpdtq ´ aiφjptiq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Ti,ǫ
φjptqxˆpdtq ´ aiφjptiq ` φjptiq
ż
Ti,ǫ
xˆpdtq ´ φjptiq
ż
Ti,ǫ
xˆpdtq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ě ˇˇφjptiqˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Ti,ǫ
xˆpdtq ´ ai
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ´
ż
Ti,ǫ
ˇˇ
φjptq ´ φjptiq
ˇˇ
xˆpdtq
ě ˇˇφjptiqˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Ti,ǫ
xˆpdtq ´ ai
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ´ L
ż
Ti,ǫ
|t´ ti| xˆpdtq
ě ˇˇφjptiqˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Ti,ǫ
xˆpdtq ´ ai
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ´ Lǫ
ż
Ti,ǫ
xˆpdtq. (103)
Therefore, from (103), we obtain:ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Ti,ǫ
φjptqxˆpdtq ´ aiφjptiq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ě ˇˇφjptiqˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Ti,ǫ
xˆpdtq ´ ai
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ´ Lǫ}xˆ}TV . (104)
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For the term (102b), we have:ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Tl,ǫ
φjptqxˆpdtq ´ alφjptlq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Tl,ǫ
φjptqxˆpdtq ´ alφjptlq ` φjptlq
ż
Tl,ǫ
xˆpdtq ´ φjptlq
ż
Tl,ǫ
xˆpdtq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď ˇˇφjptlqˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Tl,ǫ
xˆpdtq ´ al
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ`
ż
Tl,ǫ
ˇˇ
φjptq ´ φjptlq
ˇˇ
xˆpdtq
ď ˇˇφjptlqˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Tl,ǫ
xˆpdtq ´ al
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ` L
ż
Tl,ǫ
|t´ tl| xˆpdtq
ď ˇˇφjptlqˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Tl,ǫ
xˆpdtq ´ al
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ` Lǫ
ż
Tl,ǫ
xˆpdtq,
so ÿ
l‰i
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Tl,ǫ
φjptqxˆpdtq ´ alφjptlq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ďÿ
l‰i
¨˝ˇˇ
φjptlq
ˇˇ ˇˇˇˇˇ
ż
Tl,ǫ
xˆpdtq ´ al
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ‚˛` Lǫÿ
l‰i
ż
Tl,ǫ
xˆpdtq. (105)
Finally, for the term (102c), we have:ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
TCǫ
φjptqxˆpdtq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď maxtPTCǫ ˇˇφjptqˇˇ
ż
TCǫ
xˆpdtq ď φ8
ˆ
2}b}2δ
f¯
˙
. (106)
Let us denote
zi “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Ti,ǫ
xˆpdtq ´ ai
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ,
for all i P rks. Then, by combining (102) with the bounds (103),(105) and (106), we obtain the j-th row of
a linear system:
2δ ě ˇˇφjptiqˇˇ zi ´ Lǫ ż
Ti,ǫ
xˆpdtq ´
ÿ
l‰i
ˇˇ
φjptlq
ˇˇ
zl ´ Lǫ
ÿ
l‰i
ż
Tl,ǫ
xˆpdtq ´ φ8 2}b}2
f¯
δ. (107)
By using (107) along withż
Ti,ǫ
xˆpdtq `
ÿ
l‰i
ż
Tl,ǫ
xˆpdtq “
ż
Tǫ
xˆpdtq ď
ż
I
xˆpdtq “ }xˆ}TV ,
we obtain:
2
ˆ
1` φ
8}b}2
f¯
˙
δ ` ǫL}xˆ}TV ě
ˇˇ
φjptiq
ˇˇ
zi ´
ÿ
l‰i
ˇˇ
φjptlq
ˇˇ
zl. (108)
Now, for all i, we select the j “ lpiq, the index corresponding to the closest sample as defined in Definition
1. The inequalities in (108) can be written as
Az ď v, (109)
where A, z and v are defined as
A “
»————–
|φ1pt1q| ´|φ1pt2q| . . . ´|φ1ptkq|
´|φ2pt1q| |φ2pt2q| . . . ´|φ2ptkq|
...
...
. . .
...
´|φkpt1q| ´|φkpt2q| . . . |φkptkq|
fiffiffiffiffifl , z “
»————–
z1
z2
...
zk
fiffiffiffiffifl , v “
˜
2
ˆ
1` φ
8}b}2
f¯
˙
δ ` ǫL}xˆ}TV
¸»————–
1
1
...
1
fiffiffiffiffifl .
Because A is strictly diagonally dominant, Lemma 28 holds and therefore A´1 exists and has non-negative
entries, so when we multiply (109) by A´1, the sign does not change:
z ď A´1v, (110)
34
where we can bound the entries of A´1 [42]:
}A´1}8 ă 1
minjpφjptjq ´
ř
i‰j φjptiqq
.
The proof of Proposition 21 is now complete, since (110) is equivalent to our error bound (28).
G Proof of Proposition 22
For the sake of simplicity, let si be the closest sample slpiq to the source ti, as defined in Definition 1. For a
fixed i, assume (without loss of generality, as we will see later) that si ă ti. It follows that
|si ´ tl| “ si ´ tl ě pi´ lq∆´ λ∆, @l ă i,
|si ´ tl| “ tl ´ si ě pl ´ iq∆` λ∆, @l ą i,
and so
φp|si ´ tl|q ď φppi ´ lq∆´ λ∆q, @l ă i,
φp|si ´ tl|q ď φppl ´ iq∆` λ∆q, @l ą i.
Then we have ÿ
l‰i
φp|si ´ tl|q “
i´1ÿ
l“1
φp|si ´ tl|q `
kÿ
l“i`1
φp|si ´ tl|q
ď
i´1ÿ
l“1
φppi ´ lq∆´ λ∆q `
kÿ
l“i`1
φppl ´ iq∆` λ∆q
“
i´1ÿ
l“1
φpl∆´ λ∆q `
k´iÿ
l“1
φpl∆` λ∆q. (111)
We now want to find upper bounds for each of the two sums in (111). We will derive the bound for the first
term, as the second one is similar. We have that
i´1ÿ
l“1
φpl∆´ λ∆q “ φp∆´ λ∆q ` 1
∆
i´1ÿ
l“2
φpl∆´ λ∆q∆, (112)
and the sum in the previous equation is a lower Riemann sum (note that φ is decreasing in r0, 1s)
S “
i´1ÿ
l“2
φpx˚l qpxl ´ xl´1q
of φpxq over r∆´ λ∆, pi ´ 1q∆´ λ∆s, with partition and x˚l chosen as follows:
rxl, xl´1s “ rl∆´ λ∆, pl ´ 1q∆´ λ∆s, l “ 2 . . . , i´ 1,
x˚l “ l∆´ λ∆, l “ 2, . . . , i´ 1.
Therefore, the sum S is less than or equal to the integral:
i´1ÿ
l“2
φpl∆´ λ∆q∆ ď
ż pi´1q∆´λ∆
∆´λ∆
φpxqdx. (113)
By substituting (113) into (112), we obtain
i´1ÿ
l“1
φpl∆´ λ∆q ď φp∆´ λ∆q ` 1
∆
ż pi´1q∆´λ∆
∆´λ∆
φpxqdx.
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We can obtain a similar upper bound for the second sum in (111) and then
ÿ
l‰i
φp|si´tl|q ď φp∆´λ∆q`φp∆`λ∆q` 1
∆
ż pi´1q∆´λ∆
∆´λ∆
φpxqdx` 1
∆
ż pk´iq∆`λ∆
∆`λ∆
φpxqdx, @i P rks. (114)
We can further upper bound the right hand side over all i P rks and this bound corresponds to the case when
the source ti is in the middle of the unit interval (at
1
2
) and the sources t1 and tk are at 0 and 1 respectively:ż pi´1q∆´λ∆
∆´λ∆
φpxqdx`
ż pk´iq∆`λ∆
∆`λ∆
φpxqdx ď
ż 1{2´λ∆
∆´λ∆
φpxqdx`
ż 1{2`λ∆
∆`λ∆
φpxqdx, @i P rks,
and therefore we haveÿ
l‰i
φp|si ´ tl|q ď φp∆ ´ λ∆q ` φp∆` λ∆q ` 1
∆
ż 1{2´λ∆
∆´λ∆
φpxqdx` 1
∆
ż 1{2`λ∆
∆`λ∆
φpxqdx, @i P rks.
In order to find λ0, we solve (27) since |si ´ ti| ď λ∆ implies φp|si ´ ti|q ě φpλ∆q.
We note that if we only have three sources, then the integral terms should not be included, and if we
have four sources, then the last integral term should not be included.
H Proof of Theorem 13
The proof of Theorem 13 involves the same ideas as Theorem 12. The differences are in the analysis of
Proposition 21. We continue this analysis from (102), where we lower bound the left-hand side term of
(101):
2δ ě
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż 1
0
φjptqhpdtq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ě
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇż
T˜i,ǫ
φjptqxˆpdtq ´
ÿ
rPrkis
airφjptirq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ (115a)
´
ÿ
l‰i
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇż
T˜l,ǫ
φjptqxˆpdtq ´
ÿ
rPrkls
alrφjptlrq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ (115b)
´
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
TCǫ
φjptqxˆpdtq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ , (115c)
where, in each term, the sum from r “ 1 to ki is over all the true sources in T˜i,ǫ (for all i P rk˜s). In order to
obtain bounds for the terms (115a) and (115b), we need the following fact:
Dξi P rargmin
rPrkis
φjptirq, argmax
rPrkis
φjptirqs such that φjpξiq
kiÿ
r“1
air “
krÿ
r“1
arkφjptirq, @r P rk˜s. (116)
This comes from the continuity of φj and intermediate value theorem, since:
min
k
φjptirq ď
řki
r“1 airφjptirqřki
r“1 air
ď max
k
φjptirq.
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We proceed as before to find a lower bound for (115a) and an upper bound for (115b), while the upper
bound for (115c) is the same. For (115a):ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇż
T˜i,ǫ
φjptqxˆpdtq ´
kiÿ
r“1
airφjptirq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇż
T˜i,ǫ
φjptqxˆpdtq ´ φjpξiq
kiÿ
r“1
air
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇż
T˜i,ǫ
φjptqxˆpdtq ´ φjpξiq
kiÿ
r“1
air ` φjpξiq
ż
T˜i,ǫ
xˆpdtq ´ φjpξiq
ż
T˜i,ǫ
xˆpdtq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
ě ˇˇφjpξiqˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇż
T˜i,ǫ
xˆpdtq ´
kiÿ
r“1
air
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ´ ż
T˜i,ǫ
ˇˇ
φjptq ´ φjpξiq
ˇˇ
xˆpdtq
ě ˇˇφjpξiqˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇż
T˜i,ǫ
xˆpdtq ´
kiÿ
r“1
air
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ´ L ż
T˜i,ǫ
|t´ ξi| xˆpdtq
ě ˇˇφjpξiqˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇż
T˜i,ǫ
xˆpdtq ´
kiÿ
r“1
air
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ´ Lp2ki ´ 1qǫ ż
T˜i,ǫ
xˆpdtq,
where the width of T˜i,ǫ is at most 2kiǫ and ξi P T˜i,ǫ is chosen according to (116), so the distance |t´ ξi| for
t P T˜i,ǫ is at most p2ki ´ 1qǫ. For the second term (115b):ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇż
T˜l,ǫ
φjptqxˆpdtq ´
klÿ
r“1
alrφjptlrq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇż
T˜l,ǫ
φjptqxˆpdtq ´ φjpξlq
klÿ
r“1
alr
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇż
T˜l,ǫ
φjptqxˆpdtq ´ φjpξlq
klÿ
r“1
alr ` φjpξlq
ż
T˜l,ǫ
xˆpdtq ´ φjpξlq
ż
T˜l,ǫ
xˆpdtq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
ď ˇˇφjpξlqˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇż
T˜l,ǫ
xˆpdtq ´
klÿ
r“1
alr
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ` ż
T˜l,ǫ
ˇˇ
φjptq ´ φjpξlq
ˇˇ
xˆpdtq
ď ˇˇφjptlqˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇż
T˜l,ǫ
xˆpdtq ´
klÿ
r“1
alr
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ` L ż
T˜l,ǫ
|t´ ξl| xˆpdtq
ď ˇˇφjptlqˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇż
T˜l,ǫ
xˆpdtq ´
klÿ
r“1
alr
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ` Lp2kl ´ 1qǫ ż
T˜l,ǫ
xˆpdtq
so
ÿ
l‰i
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇż
T˜l,ǫ
φjptqxˆpdtq ´
klÿ
r“1
alrφjptlrq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ďÿ
l‰i
¨˚
˝ˇˇφjpξlqˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇż
T˜l,ǫ
xˆpdtq ´
klÿ
r“1
alr
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ‹˛‚` Lǫÿ
l‰i
p2kl ´ 1q
ż
T˜l,ǫ
xˆpdtq.
Let
z˜i “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇż
T˜i,ǫ
xˆpdtq ´
kiÿ
r“1
air
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
and we obtain an inequality as before:
2
ˆ
1` φ
8}b}2
f¯
˙
δ ` p2k ´ 1qǫL}xˆ}TV ě
ˇˇ
φjpξiq
ˇˇ
z˜i ´
ÿ
l‰i
ˇˇ
φjpξlq
ˇˇ
z˜l,
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where we obtained the second constant as follows:
Lǫp2ki´1q
ż
T˜i,ǫ
xˆpdtq`Lǫ
ÿ
l‰i
p2kl´1q
ż
T˜l,ǫ
xˆpdtq “ Lǫ
k˜ÿ
l“1
p2kl´1q
ż
T˜l,ǫ
xˆpdtq ď Lǫ}xˆ}TV
k˜ÿ
l“1
p2kl´1q ď p2k´1qLǫ}xˆ}TV
and, for all i P rk˜s, we select jpiq “ argminj |sj ´ ξi|. The linear system is
A˜z˜ ď v˜,
with:
A˜ “
»————–
|φ1pξ1q| ´|φ1pξ2q| . . . ´|φ1pξk˜q|
´|φ2pξ1q| |φ2pξ2q| . . . ´|φ2pξk˜q|
...
...
. . .
...
´|φk˜pξ1q| ´|φk˜pξ2q| . . . |φk˜pξk˜q|
fiffiffiffiffifl , z˜ “
»————–
z1
z2
...
zk˜
fiffiffiffiffifl , v˜ “
˜
2
ˆ
1` φ
8}b}2
f¯
˙
δ ` p2k ´ 1qLǫ}xˆ}TV
¸»————–
1
1
...
1
fiffiffiffiffifl .
In Appendix G we discuss what the choice of λ should be so that, if |ti ´ si| ď λ∆, the matrix A is
strictly diagonally dominant. Here, the matrix A˜ is similar to A except that we evaluate φ at |ξi´ si|, where
ξi corresponds to a group of sources in T˜i,ǫ that are located within distances smaller than 2ǫ and si is the
closest sample to ξi. Given that the minimum separation between ξi sources is 2ǫ, the analysis in Appendix
G is the same, so A˜ is strictly diagonally dominant if
|ξi ´ si| ď 2λǫ, @i P rk˜s
and λ is chosen to satisfy (27) where we take ∆ “ 2ǫ. For the value of λ found this way, we select the
sampling locations uniformly at intervals of 2λǫ.
I Proof of Lemma 26
For real s, let us first study the Lipschitz constant of the operator that takes a non-negative measure x
supported on I to
ş
I
gps´ tqxpdtq, where gptq “ e´ t
2
σ2 . To that end, consider a pair of non-negative measures
z1, z2 supported on I such that }z1}TV “ }z2}TV . Their Wasserstein distance dW pz1, z2q was defined in (20).
The dual of Program (20) is in fact (see, for example [44], Chapter 5)
max
ω
t
ż
I
ωptqpz1 ´ z2qpdtq : ω is 1-Lipschitzu. (117)
where the supremum is over all (measurable) functions ω : I Ñ R. Consider the particular choice of
ωptq “ α ¨ gps´ tq for positive α to be set shortly. Let us see if this choice of ω is feasible for Program (117).
For t1, t2 P I, we write that
ωpt1q ´ ωpt2q “ α
`
gps´ t1q ´ gps´ t2q
˘
“ α
ż t2
t1
g1ps´ tq dt
ď α max
tPr´1,1s
|g1ptq| ¨ |t2 ´ t1|
“ α
σ
c
2
e
¨ |t2 ´ t1|
“ |t2 ´ t1|, (118)
where we set α “ σ
?
2e
2
in the last line above, for small enough σ (specifically, for σ ă ?2). Therefore, with
this choice of α, the function ω specified above is feasible for Program (117). From this observation and the
strong duality between Programs (20) and (117), it follows that
σ
?
2e
2
ż
I
gps´ tqpz1pdtq ´ z2pdtqq ď dW pz1, z2q. (119)
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Combined with the other direction, we find that
σ
?
2e
2
ˇˇˇˇż
I
gps´ tqpz1pdtq ´ z2pdtqq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď dW pz1, z2q, (120)
namely that the map z Ñ ş
I
gps´ tqzpdtq is p2{σ?2eq-Lipschitz with respect to the Wasserstein distance.
It is easy to extend the above conclusion to the generalised Wasserstein distance. Consider a pair of
non-negative measures x1, x2 supported on I, and a pair of non-negative measures z1, z2 on I such that
}z1}TV “ }z2}TV . Then, using the triangle inequality, we write thatˇˇˇˇż
I
gps´ tqpx1pdtq ´ x2pdtqq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
ˇˇˇˇż
I
gps´ tqpx1pdtq ´ z1pdtqq
ˇˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇˇż
I
gps´ tqpz1pdtq ´ z2pdtqq
ˇˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇˇż
I
gps´ tqpz2pdtq ´ x2pdtqq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
ż
I
ˇˇ
x1pdtq ´ z1pdtq
ˇˇ` ˇˇˇˇż
I
gps´ tqpz1pdtq ´ z2pdtqq
ˇˇˇˇ
`
ż
I
ˇˇ
z2pdtq ´ x2pdtq
ˇˇ `
gptq ď 1˘
“ }x1 ´ z1}TV `
ˇˇˇˇż
I
gps´ tqpz1pdtq ´ z2pdtqq
ˇˇˇˇ
` }z2 ´ x2}TV
ď }x1 ´ z1}TV ` 2
σ
?
2e
dW pz1, z2q ` }z2 ´ x2}TV (see (120))
ď 2
σ
?
2e
`}x1 ´ z1}TV ` dW pz1, z2q ` }z2 ´ x2}TV ˘ ˆfor σ ď 2?
2e
˙
. (121)
The choice of z1, z2 above was arbitrary and therefore, recalling the definition of dGW in (19), we find thatˇˇˇˇż
I
gps´ tqpx1pdtq ´ x2pdtqq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 2
σ
?
2e
dGW px1, x2q, (122)
namely the map xÑ ş
I
gps´ tqxpdtq is a 2
σ
?
2e
-Lipschitz operator. It immediately follows that the operator
Φ that was formed using the sampling points S “ tsjumj“1 in (3) is 2
?
m
σ
?
2e
-Lipschitz. This completes the proof
of Lemma 26.
J Proof of Lemma 23
Following the definition of T*-systems in Definition 9, consider an increasing sequence tτluml“0 Ă I such that
τ0 “ 0, τm “ 1, and except one more point (say τl), the rest of points belong to Tρ, the ρ-neighbourhood of
the support T Ă intpIq.
We also select the subset of samples S of size 2k ` 2 that is closest to the support T (in Hausdorff
distance), so without loss of generality, we set m “ 2k ` 2. With this assumption, the setup in Definition
9 forces that every neighbourhood Ti,ρ contain exactly two points, say ti and ti,ρ :“ ti ` ρ to simplify the
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presentation. Then the determinant in part 1 of Definition 9 can be written as
Mρ “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
F p0q g ps1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g psmq
F pt1q g pt1 ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g pt1 ´ smq
F
`
t1,ρ
˘
g
`
t1,ρ ´ s1
˘ ¨ ¨ ¨ g `t1,ρ ´ sm˘
...
F
`
τl
˘
g
`
τl ´ s1
˘ ¨ ¨ ¨ g `τl ´ sm˘
...
F ptkq g ptk ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g pτ ´ smq
F
`
tk,ρ
˘
g
`
tk,ρ ´ s1
˘ ¨ ¨ ¨ g `tk,ρ ´ sm˘
F p1q g p1´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g p1´ smq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
f0 g ps1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g psmq
0 g pt1 ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g pt1 ´ smq
0 g
`
t1,ρ ´ s1
˘ ¨ ¨ ¨ g `t1,ρ ´ sm˘
...
F
`
τl
˘
g
`
τl ´ s1
˘ ¨ ¨ ¨ g `τl ´ sm˘
...
0 g ptk ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g pτ ´ smq
0 g
`
tk,ρ ´ s1
˘ ¨ ¨ ¨ g `tk,ρ ´ sm˘
f1 g p1´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g p1´ smq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
. pevaluating F ptq as in (44)q (123)
We will now need the following lemma in order to simplify the determinant above. The result is proved in
Appendix L.
Lemma 29. Let A,B P Rmˆm with m ě 2 and detpAq ą 0. If 0 ď ǫ ď 8
34mρpA´1Bq , then
detpAq
˜
1´ 17
?
e
8
mǫρpA´1Bq
¸
ď detpA` ǫBq ď detpAq
˜
1` 17
?
e
8
mǫρpA´1Bq
¸
,
where ρpXq is the spectral radius of the matrix X. In particular, for the stated choice of ǫ,
detpAq
˜
1´
?
e
2
¸
ď detpA` ǫBq ď detpAq
˜
1`
?
e
2
¸
.
As ρÑ 0, note that gpti,ρ ´ sjq “ gpti ´ sjq ` ρ ¨ g1pti ´ sjq ` ρ
2
2
g2pξq, for some ξ P rti ´ sj , ti ´ sj ` ρs.
After applying this expansion, we subtract the rows with gpti ´ sjq from the rows with gpti,ρ ´ sjq, take ρk
outside of the determinant and we can write Mρ as:
Mρ “ ρk detpMN ` ρMP q,
MN is a matrix with entries independent of ρ and with determinant:
N “ detpMN q “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
f0 g ps1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g psmq
0 g pt1 ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g pt1 ´ smq
0 g1 pt1 ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g1 pt1 ´ smq
...
F
`
τl
˘
g
`
τl ´ s1
˘ ¨ ¨ ¨ g `τl ´ sm˘
...
0 g ptk ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g pτ ´ smq
0 g1 ptk ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g1 ptk ´ smq
f1 g p1´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g p1´ smq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
. (124)
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Moreover, while the entries of MP depend on ρ, the magnitude of each entry can be bounded from above
independently of ρ. Consequently, ‖MP ‖F is bounded from above independently of ρ. Let us assume for
the moment that N ą 0 and so MN is invertible. Since ρpM´1N MP q ď
∥
∥
∥M
´1
N
∥
∥
∥
2
‖MP ‖F , this implies that
ρpM´1N MP q is bounded from above independently of ρ. We can then apply the stronger result of Lemma 29
to Mρ and obtain:
0 ă p1´ ρCN qρkN ďMρ ď p1` ρCN qρkN, (125)
where CN ą 0 is a constant that does not depend on ρ. Note that we do not need write the condition on
ρ required by Lemma 29 explicitly because ρ Ñ 0 and also that (125) applies to the minors of Mρ and N
along the row containing τl. That N is indeed positive (and therefore we can apply Lemma 29) is established
below By its definition in (44), F pτlq can take two values above. Either
• F pτlq “ 0, which happens when there exists i0 P rks such that τl P Ti0,ǫ, namely when τl is close to the
support T . In this case, by applying the Laplace expansion to N , we find that
N “ f0 ¨N1,1 ` f1 ¨Nm`1,1, (126)
where N1,1 are Nm`1,1 are the corresponding minors in (124). Note that both N1,1 and Nm`1,1 are
positive because the Gaussian window is extended totally positive, see Example 5 in [27]. Recalling
that f0, f1 ą 0, we conclude that N is positive. Therefore, when ρ is sufficiently small, (124) implies
that Mρ is non-negative when F pτlq “ 0. Or
• F pτlq “ f¯ , which happens when τl P TCǫ , namely when τl is away from the support T . Suppose that
f0 " f¯ so that N is dominated by its first minor, namely N1,1. More precisely, by applying the Laplace
expansion to N in (124), we find that
N “ f0 ¨N1,1 ´ f¯ ¨Nl,1 ` f1 ¨Nm`1,1, (127)
in which all three minors are positive because the Gaussian window is extended totally positive. Also,
note that Nl,1 does not depend on τl and recall also that f0, f¯ , f1 are all positive. Therefore N in (127)
is positive if
f0
f¯
ą Nl,1
minτl N1,1
, (128)
where the minimum is over τl P TCǫ . The right-hand side above is well-defined because N1,1 “ N1,1pτlq
is positive for every τl P I, N1,1pτlq is a continuous function of τl, and I is compact. Indeed, N1,1pτlq is
positive because the Gaussian window is extended totally positive. As before, N being positive implies
that Mρ is non-negative when ρ is sufficiently small, see (124).
By combining both cases above, we conclude that Mρ is non-negative for sufficiently small ρ provided that
(128) holds, thereby verifying part 1 of Definition 9. To verify part 2 of that definition, consider the minors
along the row containing τl in M
ρ, see (124). Starting with the first minor along this row and applying the
same arguments as before for Mρ, we observe, after applying Lemma 29, that
M
ρ
l,1 ě p1 ´ ρCl,1qρk
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
g ps1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g psmq
g pt1 ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g pt1 ´ smq
g1 pt1 ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g1 pt1 ´ smq
...
...
g ptk ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g pt1 ´ smq
g1 ptk ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g1 ptk ´ smq
g p1´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g p1´ smq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
“: p1 ´ ρCl,1qρk ¨Nl,1, (129)
and also Mρl,1 ď p1 ` ρCl,1qρk ¨ Nl,1 as ρ Ñ 0. Here Cl,1 ą 0 is a constant that does not depend on
ρ. Moreover, Nl,1 does not depend on ρ and is positive because the Gaussian window is extended totally
positive. Therefore Mρl,1 in (129) approaches zero at the rate ρ
k.
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Consider next the pj ` 1qth minor along the row containing τl of Mρ in (124), namely Mρl,j`1 with
j “ 1, . . . ,m. Using the same arguments as before, we obtain after applying Lemma 29 that
M
ρ
l,j`1 ě p1´ ρCl,j`1qρk
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
f0 g ps1q ¨ ¨ ¨ gpsj´1q gpsj`1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g psmq
0 g pt1 ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ gpt1 ´ sj´1q gpt1 ´ sj`1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g pt1 ´ smq
0 g1 pt1 ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g1pt1 ´ sj´1q g1pt1 ´ sj`1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g1 pt1 ´ smq
...
0 g ptk ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ gptk ´ sj´1q gptk ´ sj`1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g ptk ´ smq
0 g1 ptk ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g1ptk ´ sj´1q g1ptk ´ sj`1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g1 ptk ´ smq
f1 g p1´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ gp1´ sj´1q gp1´ sj`1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g p1´ smq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
“ p1´ ρCl,j`1qρkf0
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
g pt1 ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g
`
t1 ´ sj´1
˘
g
`
t1 ´ sj`1
˘ ¨ ¨ ¨ g pt1 ´ smq
g1 pt1 ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g1
`
t1 ´ sj´1
˘
g1
`
t1 ´ sj`1
˘ ¨ ¨ ¨ g1 pt1 ´ smq
...
g ptk ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g
`
tk ´ sj´1
˘
g
`
tk ´ sj`1
˘ ¨ ¨ ¨ g ptk ´ smq
g1 ptk ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g1
`
tk ´ sj´1
˘
g1
`
tk ´ sj`1
˘ ¨ ¨ ¨ g1 ptk ´ smq
g p1´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g
`
1´ sj´1
˘
g
`
1´ sj`1
˘ ¨ ¨ ¨ g p1´ smq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
´ p1´ ρCl,j`1qρkf1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
g ps1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g
`
sj´1
˘
g
`
sj`1
˘ ¨ ¨ ¨ g psmq
g pt1 ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g
`
t1 ´ sj´1
˘
g
`
t1 ´ sj`1
˘ ¨ ¨ ¨ g pt1 ´ smq
g1 pt1 ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g1
`
t1 ´ sj´1
˘
g1
`
t1 ´ sj`1
˘ ¨ ¨ ¨ g1 pt1 ´ smq
...
g ptk ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g
`
tk ´ sj´1
˘
g
`
tk ´ sj`1
˘ ¨ ¨ ¨ g ptk ´ smq
g1 ptk ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g1
`
tk ´ sj´1
˘
g1
`
tk ´ sj`1
˘ ¨ ¨ ¨ g1 ptk ´ smq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
“: p1´ ρCl,j`1qρk
`
f0 ¨Nl,j`1,0 ´ f1 ¨Nl,j`1,1
˘ “: p1 ´ ρCl,j`1qρk ¨Nl,j`1, (130)
and also Mρl,j`1 ď p1 ` ρCl,j`1qρk ¨Nl,j`1 as ρ Ñ 0, provided Nl,j`1 ą 0. Here, Nl,j`1 is the determinant
on the first line of (130) and Cl,j`1 ą 0 is a constant independent of ρ. Note that Nl,j`1,0 and Nl,j`1,1 are
both positive because the Gaussian window is extended totally positive. To ensure Nl,j`1 ą 0, we require
f0 " f1, or more precisely, the following to hold.
f0
f1
ą Nl,j`1,1
Nl,j`1,0
. (131)
It then follows that Mρl,j`1 approaches zero at the rate ρ
k for every j, thereby verifying part 2 in Definition
9 for τl P intpIq. In conclusion, we find that tF u Y tφjumj“1 form a T*-system on I with φjptq “ gpt´ sjq “
e´
pt´sjq
2
σ2 as in (9), provided that (128) and (131) hold.
To establish that tFπu Y tφjumj“1 form a T*-system on I with the Gaussian window, we note that F pτlq
is replaced by by Fπpτlq, which takes values ˘1 when τl P Ti,ǫ for some i, as indicated in (45). The previous
argument, thus, goes through similarly, showing that tFπu Y tφjumj“1 is a T*-system on I for arbitrary sign
pattern π when (128) and (131) hold and f0 " 1. The extra condition f0 " 1 comes from the only difference
between the two proofs, namely that, instead of (126), we have
N “ f0 ¨N1,1 ˘ 1 ¨Nl,1 ` f1 ¨Nm`1,1. (132)
Therefore to ensure N ą 0, we now require the following to hold.
f0 ą Nl,1
minτl N1,1
. (133)
We leave out the mostly repetitive details. Hence if (128), (131) and (133) hold, then tFπu Y tφjumj“1 form
a T*-system on I with the Gaussian window. This completes the proof of Lemma 23.
Remark 1. While we do not require that f1 " f¯ , if we impose that both f0 " f¯ and f1 " f¯ , then (127)
holds for smaller f0
f¯
, so it is useful in practice. Similarly, from (132) we want that also f1 " 1.
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Remark 2. From this proof and in light of the first remark, we see that we only need to specify one end
point rather than both, so we only need m “ 2k ` 1. However, the dual polynomial is better in practice if
we have conditions at both end points (if we specify both f0 and f1).
K Proof of Lemma 24
Recall our assumptions that
m “ 2k ` 2, s1 “ 0, sm “ s2k`2 “ 1, (134)
and that
|s2i ´ ti| ď η, s2i`1 ´ s2i “ η, @i P rks, (135)
That is, we collect two samples near each impulse in x, supported on T . In addition, we make the following
assumptions on η and σ:
σ ď
?
2, ∆ ą σ
d
log
ˆ
3` 4
σ2
˙
, η ď σ2. (136)
After studying Appendix E, it becomes clear that the entries of b P Rm are specified as
bj “ lim
ρÑ0
p´1qj`1M
ρ
l,j`1
M
ρ
l,1
“ p´1qj`1 lim
ρÑ0
M
ρ
l,j`1
M
ρ
l,1
, j P rms, (137)
where the numerator and the denominator are the minors tMρl,jum`1j“1 ofMρ in (123) along the row containing
τl. Using the upper and lower bounds on these quantities derived earlier, we obtain:
p1´ ρCl,j`1qNl,j`1
p1` ρCl,1qNl,1 ď
M
ρ
l,j`1
M
ρ
l,1
ď p1 ` ρCl,j`1qNl,j`1p1´ ρCl,1qNl,1 , j P rms, (138)
which in turn implies the following expression for bj :
bj “ p´1qj`1Nl,j`1
Nl,1
, j P rms. (139)
Recall that Nl,1, Nl,j`1 ą 0 and so, |bj | “ Nl,j`1Nl,1 for j P rms. Therefore, in order to upper bound each |bj |,
we will respectively lower bound the denominator Nl,1 and upper bound the numerators Nl,j`1.
K.1 Bound on the Denominator of (139)
We now find a lower bound for the first minor, namely Nl,1 in (139). Let us conveniently assume that the
spike locations T “ ttiuki“1 and the sampling points S “ tsjum´1j“2 are away from the boundary of interval
I “ r0, 1s, namely
σ
a
logp1{η3q ď ti ď 1´ σ
a
logp1{η3q, @i P rks,
σ
a
logp1{η3q ď sj ď 1´ σ
a
logp1{η3q, @j P r2 : m´ 1s. (140)
In particular, (140) implies that
gptiq ď η3, gp1´ tiq ď η3, i P rks,
gpsjq ď η3, gp1´ sjq ď η3, j P r2 : m´ 1s. (141)
For the derivatives, we have that:
|g1ptiq| “ 2ti
σ2
gptiq ď 2η
3
σ2
,
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where we used the fact that 0 ď ti ď 1 and (141). Similarly, for the 1´ ti, sj and 1´ sj :
|g1ptiq| ď 2η
3
σ2
, |g1p1´ tiq| ď 2η
3
σ2
, i P rks,
|g1psjq| ď 2η
3
σ2
, |g1p1 ´ sjq| ď 2η
3
σ2
, j P r2 : m´ 1s. (142)
With the assumptions in (134), (135), (141), (142) and the fact that gp0q “ 1, we have that the determinant
Nl,1 in (129) is equal to
Nl,1 “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ Opη3q Opη3q ¨ ¨ ¨ Opη3q
...
...
...
...
Opη3q ¨ ¨ ¨ gpti ´ s2uq gpti ´ s2u`1q ¨ ¨ ¨ Opη3q
Opη3{σ2q ¨ ¨ ¨ g1pti ´ s2uq g1pti ´ s2u`1q ¨ ¨ ¨ Opη3{σ2q
...
...
...
...
Opη3q ¨ ¨ ¨ Opη3q Opη3q ¨ ¨ ¨ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
, (143)
where we wrote
gptiq “ Opη3q and g1ptiq “ Op η
3
σ2
q ðñ |gptiq| ďM1η3 and |g1ptiq| ďM2 η
3
σ2
, (144)
for ti within the bounds defined in (140) and some M1,M2 ą 0. Here, we can take M1 “ M2 “ 2 and we
use the same notation for 1 ´ ti, sj and 1 ´ sj with the same constants M1 “ M2 “ 2. We then take the
Taylor expansion of gpti´ s2u`1q and g1pti´ s2u`1q around ti´ s2u, subtract the columns with ti´ s2u from
the columns where we performed the expansion, take ηk outside of the determinant and we obtain6:
Nl,1 “ ηk|C ` ηC 1|, (145)
where
C “
»—————————–
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
...
...
...
...
0 ¨ ¨ ¨ gpti ´ s2uq ´g1pti ´ s2uq ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
0 ¨ ¨ ¨ g1pti ´ s2uq ´g2pti ´ s2uq ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
...
...
...
...
0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
(146)
C 1 “
»—————————–
0 ¨ ¨ ¨ Opη2q Op2ηq ¨ ¨ ¨ Opη2q
...
...
...
...
Opη2q ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 1
2
g2pξi,uq ¨ ¨ ¨ Opη2q
Opη2{σ2q ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 1
2
g3pξ1i,uq ¨ ¨ ¨ Opη2{σ2q
...
...
...
...
Opη2q ¨ ¨ ¨ Opη2q Op2ηq ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
, (147)
for some ξi,u, ξ
1
i,u P rti ´ s2u ´ η, ti ´ s2us for all i, u “ 1, . . . , k. Note that, using the notation in (144), if
we subtract a function that is Opηq with constant M1 ą 0 from another function that is Opηq with constant
6 Note that the equality in (145) is due to the fact that s2u`1 ´ s2u “ η. If we relax this condition to (49), where C1η and
C2η take the roles of lower and maximum upper bounds of η, we obtain:
Ck1 η
k |C ` C¯1| ď Nl,1 ď C
k
2 η
k |C ` C¯1|,
where C¯1 is the same as C1 in (147) but every entry multiplied by η or s2u`1 ´ s2u P rC1η, C2ηs, so the order of its entries is
the same as in ηC1 in (145). The computations in this subsection will then follow in a similar way except that we will work
with the lower bound involving Ck
1
ηk instead of the term involving ηk .
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M2 ą 0, we obtain a function that is Opηq with constant M1 `M2, which is why we wrote Op2ηq on the
first and last columns where we subtracted two functions Opηq with the same constantM1 (so Op2ηq implies
ď 2M1η). Next, we apply Taylor expansion around ti ´ tu in the terms with ti ´ s2u in C as follows:
gpti ´ s2uq “ gpti ´ tu ` tu ´ s2uq “ gpti ´ tuq ` ptu ´ s2uqg1pξ˚i,uq, (148)
for some ξ˚i,u P rti´ tu´|tu´s2u|, ti´ tu`|tu´s2u|s for all i, u “ 1, . . . , k. Note that |tu´s2u| ď η according
to (135). By applying a similar Taylor expansion to g1 and g2, we can write
C “ A` ηA1, (149)
where
A “
»—————————–
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
...
...
...
...
0 ¨ ¨ ¨ gpti ´ tuq ´g1pti ´ tuq ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
0 ¨ ¨ ¨ g1pti ´ tuq ´g2pti ´ tuq ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
...
...
...
...
0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
(150)
and
A1 “
»—————————–
0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
...
...
...
...
0 ¨ ¨ ¨ tu´s2u
η
g1pξ˚i,uq ´ tu´s2uη g2pξ˚1i,uq ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
0 ¨ ¨ ¨ tu´s2u
η
g2pξ˚1i,uq ´ tu´s2uη g3pξ˚2i,uq ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
...
...
...
...
0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
(151)
for some ξ˚i,u, ξ
˚1
i,u, ξ
˚2
i,u P rti ´ tu ´ |tu ´ s2u|, ti ´ tu ` |tu ´ s2u|s for all i, u “ 1, . . . , k. We now substitute
(149) into (145) and we obtain:
Nl,1 “ ηk|A` ηpA1 ` C 1q|, (152)
Assuming for the moment that |A| ą 0 holds, we obtain via Lemma 29 the following bound:
ηk
˜
1´
?
e
2
¸
detpAq ď Nl,1 ď ηk
˜
1`
?
e
2
¸
detpAq (153)
if
η ď 8
34p2k ` 2qρpA´1pA1 ` C 1qq . (154)
We look closer at the condition (154) on η in Section K.3. That |A| ą 0 (and therefore our application of
Lemma 29 above is valid) is established below. We can in fact write A more compactly as follows. For scalar
t, let
Hptq :“
„
gptq ´g1ptq
g1ptq ´g2ptq

P R2ˆ2, (155)
which allows us to rewrite A as
A “
»– 1 01ˆ2k 002kˆ1 B 02kˆ1
0 01ˆ2k 1
fifl P Rmˆm, (156)
B :“
»————–
Hp0q Hpt1 ´ t2q Hpt1 ´ t3q ¨ ¨ ¨ Hpt1 ´ tkq
Hpt2 ´ t1q Hp0q Hpt2 ´ t3q ¨ ¨ ¨ Hpt2 ´ tkq
...
Hptk ´ t1q Hptk ´ t2q Hptk ´ t3q ¨ ¨ ¨ Hp0q
fiffiffiffiffifl P R2kˆ2k, (157)
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where 0aˆb is the matrix of zeros of size aˆ b. It follows from (156) that |A| “ |B| by Laplace expansion of
|A|. In particular, the eigenvalues of A are: 1, 1 and the eigenvalues of B. Let us note that B is a symmetric
matrix7, since Hp´tq “ HptqT ; hence, A is also symmetric. We now proceed to lower bound |B|, the details
of which are given in Appendix M. The main observation is that Hp0q is a diagonal matrix while the entries
of Hpti ´ tjq for i ‰ j decay with the separation of sources ∆.
Lemma 30. Let σ ď ?2, ∆ ą σ
b
log
`
3` 4
σ2
˘
and
0 ă Fmin
ˆ
∆,
1
σ
˙
“ 1´
ˆ
1` 2
σ2
˙
2e´
∆
2
σ2
1´ e´∆
2
σ2
ă 1.
Then, for each i “ 1, . . . , 2k, it holds that
λipBq ě Fmin
ˆ
∆,
1
σ
˙
.
Since |A| “ |B|, we obtain via Lemma 30 that |A| ě Fmin
`
∆, 1
σ
˘2k ą 0. Using this in (153), leads to the
following bound:
Nl,1 ě ηk
˜
1´
?
e
2
¸
Fmin
ˆ
∆,
1
σ
˙2k
. (158)
K.2 Bound on the Numerator of (139)
Since (125) holds for all the minors Mρl,j and Nl,j , let us now upper bound the Nl,j for j “ 2, . . . ,m ` 1 in
the numerator of (139). Note that we distinguish two cases: j P t3, . . . ,mu and j P t2,m` 1u. To simplify
the presentation for the first case, suppose, for example, that j “ 3. Using the assumptions in (134), (135),
(141), (142) and the fact that gp0q “ 1,
Nl,3 “
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
f0 1 Opη3q ¨ ¨ ¨ Opη3q Opη3q ¨ ¨ ¨ Opη3q
...
0 Opη3q gpti ´ s3q ¨ ¨ ¨ gpti ´ s2uq gpti ´ s2u`1q ¨ ¨ ¨ Opη3q
0 Opη3{σ2q g1pti ´ s3q ¨ ¨ ¨ g1pti ´ s2uq g1pti ´ s2u`1q ¨ ¨ ¨ Opη3{σ2q
...
f1 Opη3q Opη3q ¨ ¨ ¨ Opη3q Opη3q ¨ ¨ ¨ 1
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
. (159)
We now expand gpti´ s2u`1q around gpti´ s2uq, subtract the columns and take η out of the determinant as
before8:
Nl,3 “ ηk´1
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
f0 1 Opη3q ¨ ¨ ¨ Opη3q Op2η2q ¨ ¨ ¨ Opη3q
...
0 Opη3q gpti ´ s3q ¨ ¨ ¨ gpti ´ s2uq ´g1pξi,uq ¨ ¨ ¨ Opη3q
0 Opη3{σ2q g1pti ´ s3q ¨ ¨ ¨ g1pti ´ s2uq ´g2pξ1i,uq ¨ ¨ ¨ Opη3{σ2q
...
f1 Opη3q Opη3q ¨ ¨ ¨ Opη3q Op2η2q ¨ ¨ ¨ 1
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
“: ηk´1 detpN˜3q,
(160)
7 Indeed, g, g2 are even functions and g1 is an odd function.
8 Similarly to the issue addressed in footnote 6, if instead of s2u`1 ´ s2u “ η we have (49), then:
Ck´1
1
ηk´1 detpN˜3q ď Nl,3 ď C
k´1
2
ηk´1 detpN˜3q,
and then the proof will continue in a similar way except that we work with the upper bound of Nl,3 above and some of the
calculations will involve C1 and C2 as well.
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where ξi,u, ξ
1
i,u P rti ´ s2u ´ η, ti ´ s2us and denote the matrix in (160) by N˜3. Note the ηk´1 since we only
perform column operations on k ´ 1 columns and detpN˜3q ą 0 (due to the choice of f0 and f1). Next let
C P Rmˆ3 consist of the first, second, and last columns of N˜3 and D P Rmˆpm´3q consist of the rest of the
columns of N˜3. Then, we may write that
detprCDsq2 “
˜„
C˚
D˚

rCDs
¸
“ det
˜„
C˚C C˚D
D˚C D˚D
¸
ď detpC˚CqdetpD˚Dq, (161)
where we note that swapping columns only changes the sign in a determinant (here, detprCDsq “ ´ detpN˜3q)
and in the last inequality we applied Fischer’s inequality (see, for example, Theorem 7.8.3 in [45]), which
works because the matrix rCDs˚rCDs is Hermitian positive definite. Therefore, we have that
detpN˜3q “ | detprCDsq| ď detpC˚Cq 12 detpD˚Dq 12 , (162)
and it suffices to bound the determinants on the right-hand side above.
K.2.1 Bounding detpC˚Cq
We now write C as follows:
C “
»—————————–
f0 1 0
...
...
...
0 0 0
0 0 0
...
...
...
f1 0 1
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
`
»—————————–
0 0 Opη3q
...
...
...
0 Opη3q Opη3q
0 Opη3{σ2q Opη3{σ2q
...
...
...
0 Opη3q 0
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
“: X ` rZ, (163)
where we denote the first matrix by X and the second matrix by rZ. We have that
detpC˚Cq “ detppX ` rZq˚pX ` rZqq “ detpX˚X ` rZ 1q, (164)
with rZ 1 “ X˚ rZ ` rZ˚X ` rZ˚ rZ and we apply Weyl’s inequality to C˚C to obtain:
detpC˚Cq ď pλ1pX˚Xq ` λmaxp rZ 1qqpλ2pX˚Xq ` λmaxp rZ 1qqpλ3pX˚Xq ` λmaxp rZ 1qq. (165)
Then
X˚X “
»–f20 ` f21 f0 f1f0 1 0
f1 0 1
fifl with λ3pX˚Xq “ 0, (166)
and
}X˚X}F ď C¯pf0, f1q, where C¯pf0, f1q “ f20 ` f21 ` 2f0 ` 2f1 ` 2, (167)
so
}X}22 “ }X˚X}2 ď }X˚X}F ď C¯pf0, f1q so }X}2 “
b
C¯pf0, f1q (168)
and
} rZ 1}2 “ }X˚ rZ ` rZ˚X ` rZ˚ rZ}2
ď 2}X}2} rZ}2 ` } rZ}22 “ ˆ2bC¯pf0, f1q ` } rZ}2˙ } rZ}2
ď 3
b
C¯pf0, f1q} rZ}2, (169)
where the last inequality holds if
} rZ}2 ďbC¯pf0, f1q. (170)
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Noting that rZ 1 is symmetric and λmaxp rZ 1q ď } rZ 1}2, we substitute (166) and (169) into (165) and obtain:
detpC˚Cq ď
ˆ
C¯pf0, f1q ` 3
b
C¯pf0, f1q} rZ}2˙2 3bC¯pf0, f1q} rZ}2, (171)
if (170) holds. Further applying (170) in the parentheses, we obtain:
detpC˚Cq ď 48C¯pf0, f1q 52 } rZ}2. (172)
Now, using (144) with M1 “ M2 “ 2, we are able to upper bound } rZ}F , which is also an upper bound for
} rZ}2:
} rZ}2 ď } rZ}F ď
d
p2k ` 2qp2η3q2 ` 2k
ˆ
2η3
σ2
˙2
ď p2k ` 2q2η3 ` 2k 2η
3
σ2
“ η3
ˆ
4k ` 4` 4k
σ2
˙
. (173)
Therefore, to satisfy (170), it is sufficient to find η such that:
η3
ˆ
4k ` 4` 4k
σ2
˙
ď
b
C¯pf0, f1q. (174)
With this choice of η, by substituting (173) into (172), we obtain:
detpC˚Cq ď 48C¯pf0, f1q 52
ˆ
4k ` 4` 4k
σ2
˙
η3. (175)
Note that all our calculations so far will be used for bounding }b}2. In case of }bπ}2, everything is the
same except that we have:
X˚πXπ “
»–f20 ` f21 ` 2k f0 f1f0 1 0
f1 0 1
fifl , (176)
which does not have a zero eigenvalue, so we will not obtain the η3 factor. We omit the calculations, but we
obtain:
detpC˚πCπq ď 64
`
C¯pf0, f1q ` 2k
˘3
(177)
with a condition on η that is weaker than (174).
K.2.2 Bounding detpD˚Dq
Then, since D˚D is Hermitian positive definite, we can apply Hadamard’s inequality (Theorem 7.8.1 in [45])
to bound its determinant by the product of its main diagonal entries (i.e. the squared 2-norms of the columns
of D), so we obtain, after we use (144) with M1 “M2 “ 2:
detpD˚Dq ď
¨˝
8η6 `
kÿ
i“1
gpti ´ s3q2 `
kÿ
i“1
g1pti ´ s3q2‚˛
¨
kź
u“2
¨˝
8η6 `
kÿ
i“1
gpti ´ s2uq2 `
kÿ
i“1
g1pti ´ s2uq2‚˛
¨
kź
u“2
¨˝
32η4 `
kÿ
i“1
g1pξi,uq2 `
kÿ
i“1
g2pξ1i,uq2‚˛, (178)
where ξi,u, ξ
1
i,u P rti ´ s2u ´ η, ti ´ stus.
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For fixed u P t1, . . . , ku, we may write that
kÿ
i“1
gpti ´ s2uq2 ď 2
8ÿ
i“0
gpi∆q2 ď 2
8ÿ
i“0
gpi∆q “ 2
8ÿ
i“0
e´
i2∆2
σ2
ď 2
8ÿ
i“0
ˆ
e´
∆
2
σ2
˙i
“ 2
1´ e´∆
2
σ2
. (179)
To see the first inequality above, if we note that s2u ď tu ď s2u`1, we have that
gptu´1 ´ s2uq ď gp0q, gptu ´ s2uq ď gp0q,
gptu´2 ´ s2uq ď gp∆q, gptu`1 ´ s2uq ď gp∆q,
...
...
and by adding the inequalities we obtain (179). Likewise, it holds that
kÿ
i“1
g1pti ´ s2uq2 ď 4
σ4
¨ 2
1´ e´∆
2
σ2
,
kÿ
i“1
g2pti ´ s2uq2 ď
ˆ
2
σ2
` 4
σ4
˙2
¨ 2
1´ e´∆
2
σ2
. (180)
and, for ξi,u, ξ
1
u,u P rti ´ s2u ´ η, ti ´ s2us:
kÿ
i“1
g1pξi,uq2 ď 4
σ4
¨ 2
1´ e´∆
2
σ2
,
kÿ
i“1
g2pξ1i,uq2 ď
ˆ
2
σ2
` 4
σ4
˙2
¨ 2
1´ e´∆
2
σ2
. (181)
Note that we obtained (181) in the same way as (179):
gpξu,uq ď gp0q gpξu´1,uq ď gp0q
gpξu`1,uq ď gp∆q gpξu´2,uq ď gp∆q
gpξu`2,uq ď gp2∆q gpξu´3,uq ď gp2∆q
...
...
Lastly, the above bounds also hold if we have gpti´ s2u`1q instead of gpti´ s2uq. Substituting these bounds
back into (178) and using (144) with M1 “M2 “ 2, we obtain:
detpD˚Dq ď
«
8η6 `
ˆ
1` 4
σ4
˙
2
1´ e´∆
2
σ2
ff
¨
kź
u“2
«
8η6 `
ˆ
1` 4
σ4
˙
2
1´ e´∆
2
σ2
ff
¨
kź
u“2
»–32η4 `˜ 4
σ4
`
ˆ
2
σ2
` 4
σ4
˙2¸
2
1´ e´∆
2
σ2
fifl
ď
«
8`
ˆ
1` 4
σ4
˙
2
1´ e´∆
2
σ2
ffk »–32`˜ 4
σ4
`
ˆ
2
σ2
` 4
σ4
˙2¸
2
1´ e´∆
2
σ2
fiflk´1
“ F1
ˆ
∆,
1
σ
˙k
¨ F2
ˆ
∆,
1
σ
˙k´1
, (182)
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where
F1
ˆ
∆,
1
σ
˙
“ 8`
ˆ
1` 4
σ4
˙
2
1´ e´∆2σ2
,
F2
ˆ
∆,
1
σ
˙
“ 32`
ˆ
1
σ4
` 2
σ6
` 2
σ8
˙
16
1´ e´∆
2
σ2
. (183)
Note that the bound (182) on detpD˚Dq is the same for all j “ 3, . . . ,m. Combining (175) with (182) in
(160), we obtain:
Nl,j ď ηk` 12Cpf0, f1q 12
ˆ
4k ` 4` 4k
σ2
˙ 1
2
F1
ˆ
∆,
1
σ
˙ k
2
F2
ˆ
∆,
1
σ
˙ k´1
2
(184)
for j “ 3, . . . ,m if (174) holds.
Finally, we need to upper bound Nl,j for j “ 2 and j “ m` 1. For simplicity, consider j “ 2. Applying
the same assumptions and operations as in (160), we have
Nl,2 “ ηk
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
f0 Opη3q ¨ ¨ ¨ Opη3q Op2η2q ¨ ¨ ¨ Opη3q
...
0 gpti ´ s2q ¨ ¨ ¨ gpti ´ s2uq ´g1pξi,uq ¨ ¨ ¨ Opη3q
0 g1pti ´ s2q ¨ ¨ ¨ g1pti ´ s2uq ´g2pξ1i,uq ¨ ¨ ¨ Opη3{σ2q
...
f1 Opη3q ¨ ¨ ¨ Opη3q Op2η2q ¨ ¨ ¨ 1
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
, (185)
where ξi,u, ξ
1
i,u P rti ´ s2u ´ η, ti ´ s2us. We bound Nl,2 by using Hadamard’s inequality (the more general
version, see [46]) and, after we use (144) with M1 “M2 “ 2, we obtain:
Nl,2 ď ηk
b
f2
0
` f2
1
«
1` 4pk ` 1qη6 ` 4k η
6
σ4
ff 1
2
¨
kź
u“1
»–8η6 ` kÿ
i“1
gpti ´ s2uq2 `
kÿ
i“1
g1pti ´ s2uq2
fifl 12
¨
kź
u“1
»–32η4 ` kÿ
i“1
g1pξi,uq2 `
kÿ
i“1
g2pξ1i,uq2
fifl 12 , (186)
and, by applying the bounds on the sums and η ď 1, we obtain:
Nl,2 ď ηk
b
f2
0
` f2
1
ˆ
4k ` 5` 4k
σ4
˙ 1
2
F1
ˆ
∆,
1
σ
˙ k
2
F2
ˆ
∆,
1
σ
˙ k
2
, (187)
for F1 and F2 defined as in (183), and note that the same bound also holds for Nl,m`1.
To conclude, from (184) and (187), we can derive a general bound valid for all j:
Nl,j ď ηkCpf0, f1q 12
ˆ
4k ` 5` 4k
σ4
˙ 1
2
Fmax
ˆ
∆,
1
σ
˙k
(188)
for all j “ 2, . . . ,m` 1 if (174) holds, where
Fmax
ˆ
∆,
1
σ
˙
“
˜
8`
ˆ
1` 4
σ4
˙
2
1´ e´∆
2
σ2
¸ 1
2
˜
32`
ˆ
1
σ4
` 2
σ6
` 2
σ8
˙
16
1´ e´∆
2
σ2
¸ 1
2
. (189)
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K.3 Condition on η
We now return to the condition (154) that η must satisfy so that our application of Lemma 29 is valid. Since
A is positive definite, we have
∥
∥A´1
∥
∥
2
ď 1{λminpAq. Using this, we obtain:
ρpA´1pA1 ` C 1qq ď }A´1pA1 ` C 1q}2 ď }A´1}2}A1 ` C 1}2 ď 1
λminpAq ¨ }A
1 ` C 1}F , (190)
and
A1 ` C 1 “
»—————————–
0 ¨ ¨ ¨ Opη2q Op2ηq ¨ ¨ ¨ Opη2q
...
...
...
...
Opη2q ¨ ¨ ¨ tu´s2u
η
g1pξ˚i,uq ´ tu´s2uη g2pξ˚1i,uq ` 12g2pξi,uq ¨ ¨ ¨ Opη2q
Opη2{σ2q ¨ ¨ ¨ tu´s2u
η
g2pξ˚1i,uq ´ tu´s2uη g3pξ˚2i,uq ` 12g3pξ1i,uq ¨ ¨ ¨ Opη2{σ2q
...
...
...
...
Opη2q ¨ ¨ ¨ Opη2q Op2ηq ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
, (191)
where
ξi,u, ξ
1
i,u P rti ´ s2u ´ η, ti ´ s2us,
ξ˚i,u, ξ
˚1
i,u, ξ
˚2
i,u P rti ´ tu ´ |tu ´ s2u|, ti ´ tu ` |tu ´ s2u|s. (192)
for all i, u “ 1, . . . , k.
Because the eigenvalues of A are 1, 1 and the eigenvalues of B and λminpBq ě Fminp∆, 1σ q with 0 ă
Fminp∆, 1σ q ă 1, then we have that that λminpAq ě Fmin
`
∆, 1
σ
˘
. Moreover, after applying (144) with
M1 “M2 “ 2, we have that:
}A1 ` C 1}2F ď 8pk ` 1qη4 ` 8k
η4
σ4
(from the first and last columns)
` 8kη4 ` 32kη2 ` (from the first and last rows)
`
kÿ
i,u“1
g1pξ˚i,uq2 `
kÿ
i,u“1
g2pξ˚1i,uq2
`
kÿ
i,u“1
ˆ
´ tu ´ s2u
η
g2pξ˚1i,uq `
1
2
g2pξi,uq
˙2
`
kÿ
i,u“1
ˆ
´ tu ´ s2u
η
g3pξ˚2i,uq `
1
2
g3pξ1i,uq
˙2
. (193)
We upper bound this using the inequalities in (181) and, similarly, for g3:
kÿ
i“1
g3pξi,uq2 ď
ˆ
12
σ4
` 8
σ6
˙2
¨ 2
1´ e´∆
2
σ2
, (194)
and note that these inequalities hold for all numbers ξ in (192). By expanding the parentheses and applying
Cauchy-Schwartz to the products, and using that |tu ´ s2u| ď η, we obtain:
}A1 ` C 1}2F ď 8p2k ` 1qη4 ` 32kη2 ` 8k
η4
σ4
` k ¨ 4
σ4
¨ 2
1´ e´∆
2
σ2
` k ¨
ˆ
2
σ2
` 4
σ4
˙2
¨ 2
1´ e´∆
2
σ2
` 9k
4
¨
ˆ
2
σ2
` 4
σ4
˙2
¨ 2
1´ e´∆
2
σ2
` 9k
4
¨
ˆ
12
σ4
` 8
σ6
˙2
¨ 2
1´ e´∆
2
σ2
(195)
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Using the assumption that η ď σ2 to write η4
σ4
ď σ4, and then by applying η ď 1 and σ ď ?2, we can write
}A1 ` C 1}2F ď 80k ` 8` kP
ˆ
1
σ
˙
2
1´ e´∆
2
σ2
, (196)
where P
`
1
σ
˘
is a polynomial in 1
σ
defined as follows:
P
ˆ
1
σ
˙
“ 4
σ4
` 13
4
ˆ
2
σ2
` 4
σ4
˙2
` 9
4
ˆ
12
σ4
` 8
σ6
˙2
. (197)
Inserting the above observations in the condition (154), we finally obtain
η ď 8Fminp∆,
1
σ
q
34p2k ` 2q
˜
80k ` 8` kP ` 1
σ
˘
2
1´e´
∆2
σ2
¸ 1
2
. (198)
With this choice of η, the condition (154) is satisfied.
K.4 Bound for (137)
Combining the results from K.1 and K.2, we arrive at
|bj| “ Nl,j`1
Nl,1
(see (139))
ď
C¯pf0, f1q 54
´
4k ` 5` 4k
σ4
¯ 1
2
1´
?
e
2
»– Fmax `∆, 1σ ˘
Fmin
`
∆, 1
σ
˘2
fiflk , (see (188) and (158)) (199)
and |bπj | ď
`
C¯pf0, f1q ` 2k
˘ 3
2
η
´
1´
?
e
2
¯
»– Fmax `∆, 1σ ˘
Fmin
`
∆, 1
σ
˘2
fiflk , (see (177)) (200)
for every j P rms, provided that the conditions (174) and (198) hold. Consequently,
}b}2 “
gffe mÿ
j“1
b2j ď
c
p2k ` 2q
´
4k ` 5` 4k
σ4
¯
1´
?
e
2
C¯pf0, f1q 54F
ˆ
∆,
1
σ
˙k
, (201)
}bπ}2 ď
?
2k ` 2
η
´
1´
?
e
2
¯ `C¯pf0, f1q ` 2k˘ 32 F ˆ∆, 1
σ
˙k
, (202)
where we write F
`
∆, 1
σ
˘ “ Fmaxp∆, 1σ q
Fminp∆, 1σ q2 if, σ ď
?
2 and ∆ ą σ
b
log
`
3` 4
σ2
˘
and the conditions (174) and
(198) hold. This completes the proof of Lemma 24 since m “ 2k ` 2 by assumption.
L Proof of Lemma 29
To begin with, let us note that
detpA` ǫBq “ detpAqdetpI ` ǫA´1Bq
We will now upper and lower bound the second term in this equality. Denoting C “ A´1B, consider
log detpI ` ǫCq “
ÿ
iPR
logp1` ǫλipCqq `
ÿ
iPI
logp1 ` 2ǫRepλipCqq ` ǫ2|λipCq|2q,
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where
R “ ti P rms : ImpλipCqq “ 0u and
I “ ti P rms : λi1 pCq, λi2 pCq are complex conjugate and Impλi1 pCqq ‰ 0u.
1. For i P R, if ǫ ă 1|λipCq| , use apply Taylor expansion for logp1` xq and obtain:
logp1` ǫλipCqq “ ǫλipCq ´ ǫ
2λ2i pCq
2ξ2i,ǫ
, where ξi,ǫ P
“
1´ ǫ|λipCq|, 1` ǫ|λipCq|
‰
. (203)
2. For i P C, we apply the same Taylor expansion and, writing y “ 2ǫRepλipCqq ` ǫ2|λipCq|2, for |y| ă 1
we obtain:
logp1` yq “ y
ξi,ǫ
, where ξi,ǫ P
“
1´ |y|, 1` |y|‰ .
Then, we have that
2ǫ|λipCq| ` ǫ2|λipCq|2 ď 4ǫ|λipCq| ă 1,
where the first inequality is true if ǫ ď 2|λipCq| and the second inequality is true if ǫ ă 14|λipCq| . From
the condition on ξi,ǫ and noting that |RepλipCqq| ď |λipCq|, we have that
ξi,ǫ ď 1` |y| ď 1` 4ǫ|λipCq| and ξi,ǫ ě 1´ |y| ě 1´ 4ǫ|λipCq| ě 1
2
, (204)
where the last inequality holds if ǫ ď 1
8|λipCq| . Therefore,
1
ξi,ǫ
ď 2 if ǫ ď 1
8|λipCq| .
We now use (203), (204) and ǫ ď 1
8|λipCq| . Let ǫ ď 18|λipCq| for all eigenvalues λipCq, then:
log detpI ` ǫCq “
ÿ
iPR
ǫλipCq ´ ǫ
2
2
ÿ
iPR
λ2i pCq
ξ2i,ǫ
`
ÿ
iPI
1
ξi,ǫ
´
2ǫRepλipCqq ` ǫ2|λipCq|2
¯
, (205)
and, by using that ξi,ǫ ě 1 ´ ǫ|λipCq| ě 78 for i P R and 1ξi,ǫ ď 2 for i P C and the fact that the index i P I
accounts for two eigenvalues, we obtain:
| log detpI ` ǫCq| ď ǫ
ÿ
iPR
|λipCq| ` 32ǫ
2
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ÿ
iPR
|λipCq|2 ` 4ǫ
ÿ
iPI
|λipCq| ` 2ǫ2
ÿ
iPI
|λipCq|2
ď 2ǫ
mÿ
i“1
|λipCq| ` ǫ2
mÿ
i“1
|λipCq|2
ď mǫρpCqp2 ` ǫρpCqq
ď mǫρpCqp2 ` 1
8
q “ 17
8
mǫρpCq
ď 1
2
(206)
where the second last inequality holds if ǫ ď 1
8ρpCq and the last inequality holds if ǫ ď 834mρpCq , which is also
the dominating condition for ǫ in the proof if m ě 2.
Now, note that for |x| ď 1
2
, we have that ex “ 1 ` xeξ for some ξ P r´|x|, |x|s Ď r´ 1
2
, 1
2
s by Taylor
expansion, and by taking x “ log detpI ` ǫCq, we obtain:
detpI ` ǫCq “ ex ď 1` |x|e 12 ď 1` 17
?
e
8
mǫρpCq ď 1`
?
e
2
,
and similarly
detpI ` ǫCq “ ex ě 1´ |x|e 12 ě 1´ 17
?
e
8
mǫρpCq ě 1´
?
e
2
.
From the last two inequalities, by multiplying by detpAq, we obtain the result of our lemma.
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M Proof of Lemma 30
Recalling the definition of B in (157), we apply Gershgorin disc theorem to find the discs Dpaii,
ř
i‰j aijq
which contain the eigenvalues of B. Due to the structure of H , we consider two cases:
1. On odd rows, the centre of the disc is aoddii “ gp0q “ 1 and the radius is
Roddi “
kÿ
j“1
j‰i
|gpti ´ tjq| ` | ´ g1pti ´ tjq| (207a)
“
kÿ
j“1
j‰i
gpti ´ tjq
ˆ
1` 2|ti ´ tj |
σ2
˙
, for i “ 1, . . . , k. (207b)
2. On even rows, the centre of the disc is aevenii “ ´g2p0q “ 2σ2 and the radius is
Reveni “
kÿ
j“1
j‰i
|g1pti ´ tjq| ` | ´ g2pti ´ tjq| (208a)
“
kÿ
j“1
j‰i
gpti ´ tjq
¨˝
2|ti ´ tj |
σ2
`
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ´ 2σ2 ` 4pti ´ tjq2σ4
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ‚˛, for i “ 1, . . . , k. (208b)
Since the eigenvalues of B are real, they are lower bounded by
min
i“1,...,k
1´Roddi or min
i“1,...,k
2
σ2
´Reveni . (209)
Because |ti ´ tj | ď 1, we have that
1´Roddi ě 1´
ˆ
1` 2
σ2
˙ kÿ
j“1
j‰i
gpti ´ tjq (210)
Since
4pti´tjq2
σ4
´ 2
σ2
ą 4∆2
σ4
´ 2
σ2
ą 0 due to our assumptions on σ (see (136)), we obtain
2
σ2
´Reveni ě
2
σ2
´ 4
σ4
kÿ
j“1
j‰i
gpti ´ tjq, (211)
for all i “ 1, . . . , k. Using the fact that g is decreasing and |ti ´ tj | ě |i´ j|∆, we obtain
kÿ
j“1
j‰i
gpti ´ tjq ď
kÿ
j“1
j‰i
gp|i´ j|∆q (212a)
ď 2
8ÿ
j“1
gpj∆q “ 2
8ÿ
j“1
e´
j2∆2
σ2 ď 2
8ÿ
j“1
ˆ
e´
∆
2
σ2
˙j
(212b)
“ 2e
´∆2
σ2
1´ e´∆
2
σ2
, for i “ 1, . . . , k. (212c)
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The sum of of the series is valid because e´
∆
2
σ2 ă 1. Combining this with (210) and (211), we obtain:
1´Roddi ě 1´
ˆ
1` 2
σ2
˙
2e´
∆
2
σ2
1´ e´∆
2
σ2
, (213a)
2
σ2
´Reveni ě
2
σ2
´ 4
σ4
2e´
∆
2
σ2
1´ e´∆
2
σ2
, (213b)
for all i “ 1, . . . , k. By using the assumption that ∆ ą σ
b
log
`
3` 4
σ2
˘
, we can check that the lower bound
in (213a) is greater than zero, and by also using that σ ď ?2, we can check that it is smaller than than the
lower bound in (213b).
To conclude, since all the eigenvalues of the matrix B are real and in the union of the discs Dp1, Roddiq
and Dp 2
σ2
, Reveniq for i “ 1, . . . , k, then, by using the above observation and the lower bound in (213a), we
obtain a lower bound of all the eigenvalues of B:
λjpBq ě 1´
ˆ
1` 2
σ2
˙
2e´
∆
2
σ2
1´ e´∆
2
σ2
, @j “ 1, . . . , 2k. (214)
Note that we may be able to obtain better bounds given by (213b) for k eigenvalues if we scale the Gershgorin
discs so that Dp1, Roddiq and Dp1, Reveniq become disjoint.
N Proof of Lemma 25
Because ∆ ą σ
b
log 5
σ2
, we have that
e´
∆
2
σ2 ă σ
2
5
, (215)
which implies that
1
1´ e´∆
2
σ2
ă 5
5´ σ2 . (216)
Then, ´ 2e´
∆
2
σ2
1´e´
∆2
σ2
ą ´ 2σ2
5´σ2 , so
1´ p1` 2
σ2
q 2e
´∆2
σ2
1´ e´∆
2
σ2
ą 1´ 3σ
2
5´ σ2 , i.e. Fmin
ˆ
∆,
1
σ
˙
ą 1´ 3σ
2
5´ σ2 . (217)
Similarly, we have that:
8`
ˆ
1` 4
σ4
˙
2
1´ e´∆
2
σ2
ă ´8σ
6 ` 50σ4 ` 40
σ4p5´ σ2q ă
98
σ4p5´ σ2q (218)
and
32`
ˆ
1
σ4
` 2
σ6
` 2
σ8
˙
16
1´ e´∆
2
σ2
ă ´32σ
10 ` 160σ8 ` 80σ4 ` 160σ2 ` 160
σ8p5´ σ2q ă
592
σ8p5´ σ2q , (219)
where in the last two inequalities we used σ ă 1. Combining (217),(218) and (219), we obtain (57):
Fmax
`
∆, 1
σ
˘
Fmin
`
∆, 1
σ
˘2 ă c1σ6p1 ´ 3σ2q2 . (220)
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Then, using that f¯ ă 1 and that C¯
5
4
f¯
ď pC¯`2kq
3
2
f¯
, pC¯ ` 2kq 32 ď pC¯`2kq
3
2
f¯
, we have that:˜
p6` 2
f¯
q
c
4k ` 5` 4k
σ4
C¯
5
4 ` 6
η
pC¯ ` 2kq 32
¸ ?
2k ` 2
1´
?
e
2
ă c2 pC¯ ` 2kq
3
2
f¯
?
2k ` 2η
?
4kσ4 ` 5σ4 ` 4k ` σ2
ησ2
ă c2 pC¯ ` 2kq
3
2
f¯
?
2k ` 2 ¨
?
8k ` 5` 1
ησ2
pσ ă 1q
ă c2 pC¯ ` 2kq
3
2
f¯
k
ησ2
, (221)
for a large enough constant c2 and, from (220) and (221), we obtain (58). Similarly we show that (59) holds:c
p2k ` 2q
´
4k ` 5` 4k
σ4
¯
1´
?
e
2
C¯pf0, f1q 54
f¯
ă c5
a
pk ` 1qp4kσ4 ` 5σ4 ` 4kq
σ2
C¯
5
4
f¯
ă c5 ¨
apk ` 1qp8k ` 5q
σ2
C¯
5
4
f¯
pσ ă 1q
ă c5 k
σ2
C¯
5
4
f¯
. (222)
To show that (50) is satisfied if (13) holds, from (216) and (217), we have that:
8Fminp∆, 1σ q
34p2k ` 2q
˜
80k ` 8` kP ` 1
σ
˘
2
1´e´
∆2
σ2
¸ 1
2
ą 8p1´ 3σ
2q
34p5´ σ2qp2k ` 2q
ˆ
80k ` 8` 10kPp
1
σ q
5´σ2
˙ 1
2
“ 8p1´ 3σ
2q
34p2k ` 2q
´
p80k ` 8qp5´ σ2q2 ` 10p5´ σ2qkP ` 1
σ
˘¯ 12
ą 8p1´ 3σ
2q
34p2k ` 2q
´
2000k ` 200` 50kP ` 1
σ
˘¯ 12 p5´ σ2 ă 5q
ą 8p1´ 3σ
2qσ6
34p2k ` 2q p2000kσ12 ` 200σ12 ` c3kq
1
2
˜
P
ˆ
1
σ
˙
ă c3
σ12
¸
ą 8p1´ 3σ
2qσ6
34p2k ` 2q pc3k ` 200q
1
2
pσ ă 1q
ą c3 ¨ σ
6p1´ 3σ2q
pk ` 1q 32 , (223)
and similarly:
C¯
1
6´
4k ` 4` 4k
σ2
¯ 1
3
“ C¯
1
6 σ
2
3
p4kσ2 ` 4σ2 ` 4kq 13
ą C¯
1
6 σ
2
3
p8k ` 4q 13 ą c4 ¨
C¯
1
6 σ
2
3
pk ` 1q 13 , (224)
for some constants c3, c4. Finally, from (215) and (216), we also obtain:
e´
∆
2
σ2 ` e´ 2∆
2
σ2
1´ e´∆
2
σ2
ă
˜
σ2 ` σ
4
5
¸
1
5´ σ2 ă
16
210
, (225)
where, in the last inequality, we used σ ă 1?
3
. Furthermore, if λ ă 2
5
, then 1´ 2λ ą 1
5
and
e´
∆
2p1´2λq
σ2 ă
˜
σ2
5
¸1´2λ
ă 1
151´2λ
ă 1
151{5
, (226)
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so we can combine the last two inequalities to obtain:
1´ e
´∆2
σ2 ` e´ 2∆
2
σ2
1´ e´∆
2
σ2
´ e´∆
2p1´2λq
σ2 ą 1´ 16
210
´ 1
151{5
ą 1
3
. (227)
Finally, to bound e
∆
2λ2
σ2 , note from the definition of λ and η that λ∆ ă η
2
, and from the assumption that
η ď σ2, we obtain that:
e
∆
2λ2
σ2 ă e η
2
4σ2 ď eσ2{4 ă c5, (228)
where we used that σ ă 1. Combining the last two inequalities, we obtain that (62) holds for some constant
c5 ą 0.
O Proof of Lemma 27
In the proof of Lemma 23 in Appendix J we require that f0 " f¯ , f0 " f1 and f0 " 1. These conditions come
from equations (127), (131) and (133) respectively. We can, therefore, fix f¯ and f1 such that f¯ ă 1 and
1 ă f1 ă f0, and give an expression of f0 as a function of f¯ as ǫÑ 0. From equation (127), we have that
f0
f¯
ą Nl,1
minτlPTCǫ N1,1pτlq
. (229)
which is required by the condition that detpMN q in (124) is positive when τl P TCǫ . While Nl,1 does not
depend on ǫ, we can argue that, for ǫ Ñ 0, the minimum in the denominator is lower bounded by N1,1pτlq,
where
τl P T¯ǫ “ tt1 ´ ǫ, t1 ` ǫ, . . . , tk ´ ǫ, tk ` ǫu. (230)
Therefore, a sufficient condition to ensure (229) is:
f0
f¯
ą Nl,1
minτlPT¯ǫ N1,1pτlq
. (231)
Note that minτlPT¯ǫ N1,1pτlq Ñ 0 as ǫÑ 0, since two rows of the determinant become equal. More explicitly,
let us assume, for simplicity, that the minimum over the finite set of points T¯ǫ is attained t1 ` ǫ. Then, we
subtract the row with τl from the first row of N1,1pτlq, and then expand the determinant along this row. By
taking τl “ t1 ` ǫ, we obtain
N1,1pt1 ` ǫq “
mÿ
j“1
p´1qj`1N1,1,j
“
gpt1 ´ sjq ´ gpt1 ´ sj ` ǫq
‰
,
where the minors N1,1,j are fixed (i.e. independent of ǫ). Therefore, as ǫÑ 0, we have that N1,1pt1` ǫq Ñ 0,
with N1,1pt1 ` ǫq ą 0,@ǫ. Then, everything else in N1,1pt1 ` ǫq being fixed, there exists ǫ0 ą 0 such that 9
min
τlPTCǫ
N1,1pτlq “ N1,1pt1 ` ǫq, @ǫ ă ǫ0. (232)
We will now find the exact rate at which N1,1pt1 ` ǫq Ñ 0 for ǫ ă ǫ0. In the row with τl in N1,1pt1 ` ǫq, we
Taylor expand the entries in the columns j “ 1, . . . ,m as follows:
gpτl ´ sjq “ gpt1 ´ sj ` ǫq “ gpt1 ´ sjq ` ǫg1pt1 ´ sjq ` ǫ
2
2
g2pξjq, (233)
9 To see this, take fpǫq “ N1,1pt1`ǫq and we know that f is continuous, fp0q “ 0 and fpǫq ą 0, @ǫ. If fpǫq “ Cǫ2 on r0, ǫ1s for
some ǫ1 ą 0 and C ą 0, which we show later in the proof (see (234)), then take B “ minǫěǫ1 fpǫq, and then there exists ǫ0 ď ǫ
1
such that fpǫq ď B, @ǫ ă ǫ0. So we have that fpǫq ď minτěǫ fpτq, @ǫ ă ǫ0, which implies that minτěǫ fpτq “ fpǫq, @ǫ ă ǫ0.
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for some ξj P rt1 ´ sj, t1 ´ sj ` ǫs, and note that ξj Ñ t1 ´ sj as ǫÑ 0. Then
N1,1pt1 ` ǫq “ ǫ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
g pt1 ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g pt1 ´ smq
g1 pt1 ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g1 pt1 ´ smq
...
...
g1pt1 ´ s1q ` ǫ2g2pξ1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g1pt1 ´ smq ` ǫ2g2pξmq
...
...
g ptk ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g pτ ´ smq
g1 ptk ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g1 ptk ´ smq
g p1´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g p1´ smq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
(subtract 1st row from τl row)
“ ǫ
2
2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
g pt1 ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g pt1 ´ smq
g1 pt1 ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g1 pt1 ´ smq
...
...
g2pξ1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g2pξmq
...
...
g ptk ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g pτ ´ smq
g1 ptk ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g1 ptk ´ smq
g p1´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g p1´ smq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
“: ǫ
2
2
N ǫ1,1, (subtract 2nd row from τl row) (234)
for ǫ ă ǫ0 and note that swapping the τl row with the third row involves an even number of adjacent row
swaps, so the sign of the determinant remains the same. Also, for ǫ ă ǫ0, we have that:
N ǫ1,1 Ñ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
g pt1 ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g pt1 ´ smq
g1 pt1 ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g1 pt1 ´ smq
g2pt1 ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g2pt1 ´ smq
...
...
g ptk ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g pτ ´ smq
g1 ptk ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g1 ptk ´ smq
g p1´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ g p1´ smq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
“: N 11,1 ą 0, (235)
where the last inequality is true because Gaussians form an extended T-system (see [27]) and the determinant
in the limit does not depend on ǫ. 10
Substituting (234) and (232) into (229), and noting the the minimum in (232) can be attained at any
τl P T¯ǫ defined in (230) (not necessarily at t1 ` ǫ, which we assumed above for simplicity), we obtain:
f0
f¯
ą 2Nl,1
ǫ2minτlPT¯ǫ N
ǫ
1,1
, @ǫ ă ǫ0, (236)
which is the condition we must impose on f0{f¯ so that detpMN q ą 0 for ǫ ă ǫ0 instead of (128). Therefore,
for ǫ ă ǫ0, we set
f0 “ Cǫ ¨ f¯
ǫ2
, where Cǫ “ 3Nl,1
minτlPT¯ǫ N
ǫ
1,1
and lim
ǫÑ0
Cǫ P p0,`8q. (237)
10 Note that in the previous footnote we assumed that fpǫq “ Cǫ2, where C is independent of ǫ, but actually from (234) we
have that fpǫq “ N1,1pt1 ` ǫq “
ǫ2
2
Nǫ
1,1, where N
ǫ
1,1 Ñ N
1
1,1 ą 0 as ǫ Ñ 0. Our conclusion that the N1,1 goes to zero at the
rate ǫ2 does not change because, for small enough E ą 0, there exists ǫ1 ą 0 such that:
0 ă N 11,1 ´E ă N
ǫ
1,1 ă N
1
1,1 `E, @ǫ ă ǫ
1,
so fpǫq ě C2ǫ2 for all ǫ ă ǫ1, where C2 “ pN 11,1 ´ Eq{2 ą 0 is independent of ǫ. Then, using the argument in the previous
footnote, there exists ǫ0 ą 0 such that minτěǫ fpτq ě C2ǫ2 for all ǫ ă ǫ0, and therefore the obtain a version of (236) where the
factor in front of 1{ǫ2 is independent of ǫ.
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Using that f1 ă f0 and 1 ă f0, we bound C¯pf0, f1q in (53):
C¯pf0, f1q ă c¯1f20 , (238)
where c¯1 is a universal constant. Finally, we insert (237) and (238) into (60) and obtain:
C1
ˆ
1
ǫ
˙
ă pc¯1f
2
0 ` 2kq
3
2
f¯
“ pc¯1C
2
ǫ f¯
2{ǫ4 ` 2kq 32
f¯
ă pc¯1C
2
ǫ ` 2kǫ4q
3
2
f¯
¨ 1
ǫ6
, @ǫ ă ǫ0, (239)
where we have used that f¯ ă 1. Similarly, from (61) we obtain
C2
ˆ
1
ǫ
˙
ă c¯2f
5
2
0
f¯
“ c¯2C
5
2
ǫ f¯
3
2 ¨ 1
ǫ5
ă c¯2C
5
2
ǫ ¨ 1
ǫ5
, @ǫ ă ǫ0, (240)
where c2 is a universal constant, and this concludes the proof.
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